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Alphas Present
Annual
Scholarships

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIOA

Michelle Obama
'Hit A Homerun'
At Democratic Convention

Reginald W. Reed Jr.

Christopher Davis

ST. PETERSBURG - In
keeping with the motto ofAlpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, “Finish
High School, Go to College,”
and Alpha’s great emphasis on
education, the brothers of the
Theta Eta Lambda Chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
proudly presented scholarships
of $500 each to the following
deserving students, two of
which are alumni of the fraterni
ty’s Project Alpha Motivational
and Personal Development
Program: Christopher Davis, a
Project Alpha alumnus who is
attending
Alabama
State
University, studying Music
Education; Reginald Reed, also

Oscar Hadley

a Project Alpha alumnus who is
attending
Rend
Lake
Community College in Ina, Ill.,
studying Sports Management;
and Oscar Hadley who is
attending the University of
Florida and studying Business
Administration or Industrial
Engineering.
These young men are
deserving of high accolades for
their academic achievement.
The Alphas extend their
heartfelt
thanks
to
the
community for its outstanding
support of their Annual
Scholarship Golf Tournament,
the funds from which make
these awards possible.

(AP Photo/Charles Dharapak)
Michelle Obama, wife of Democratic presidential candidate, Sen. Barack Obama, D-lll., stands at the podium
as she tours the site of the Democratic National Convention in Denver, Monday morning, Aug. 25,2008.
BY HAZEL TRICE EDNEY
NNPA EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

DENVER (NNPA) - Some
delegates and visitors who left
Denver’s Pepsi Center on
Monday night had a look of
euphoria on their faces like they’d
seen something totally mystify
ing.
“Michelle hit a homerun plus,” said Elsie Burkwalter, a
super delegate from a city that she
called “Katrinaville, Louisiana,”

Photographs courtesy of Charlie Williams

The Challenger Inside

obviously New Orleans. “When
she did a comparison of the way
that she and Barack were raised
and the values that her family
taught her and that his taught him,
it turns out that they both stand for
what America is about.”
Young and old, the senti
ments were the same.
“It was a pivotal moment in
histoiy,” marveled 17-year-old
New York native,
Emma
Christman. “And to have an
African-American woman to

BY JEANIE BLUE
CHALLENGER CORRESPONDENT
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lives guided by these values, and
pass them on to the next genera
tion. Because we want our
children - and all children in this
nation - to know that the only
limit to the height of your
achievements is the reach of your
dreams and your willingness to
work for them,” her clear, pas
sionate voice resonated through
out the gigantic center, where it

OBAMA
continued on pg. 10

Homeowners See Benefit From
Rays' Fans Parking In Yards

Opinion...............................3

Church News....... ..

finish off the night...”
Colette Divine of Los
Angeles, said she just cried. "She
moved me to tears. She's just so
genuine. To see people rising
together just gives me hope."
The women were in awe over
the speech given by Michelle
Obama, the wife of presumptive
Democratic presidential nominee
Barack Obama as Democrats
prepared for his official nomina
tion at Invesco Field Thursday.
“Barack and I set out to build

City Council District Six
Rep. Karl Nurse

ST.
PETERSBURG
Remember Tropicana Field and
all the promises of being an
economic boost to South St.
Petersburg? Since the recent
victories of the Tampa Bay Rays,
some residents living in the sur
rounding areas have experi
enced some of that revenue.
According to a private citizen
who didn't want to be idenified
for this story, but cares for the
property at 531 l6th St. S.,
located about a block away from
the Trop on the west side of the
street,
city official Corey
Malyszka gave them the okay to
charge for parking during the
Rays’ games. Mordeci Walker

also received the okay to charge
for parking back in June 2008.
Several businesses in the area
have also been granted a special
exemption to allow parking in
their lots without meeting the
city's
required
geographical
layout. •
Other residents in the area
have not gotten a permit to charge
for parking in their yards.
However, Rays fans have parked
in reserved parking spots and
even offered to pay when caught
parking illegally.
“My problem is when they
park in spaces reserved for my
guests and free parking is across
the street,” Alesia Buchannan
said. Buchannan lives at 1643 6th
Ave. S. and has complained to
city officials about the illegal

parking.
“I was told that I would have
to have the vehicles towed at the
owner's expense, but due to
common courtesy I don't do that,”
Buchannan added.
“I am
concerned about emergency
vehicles not being able to access
the dead-end street. However, I
am open to getting a permit to
charge for my reserved parking
spots.”
The city council will take up
the matter of additional parking
needs for the upcoming profes
sional baseball playoffs, during a
workshop scheduled to be held on
Sept. 16.

RAYS
continued onpg. 4
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Funny McCain Mentions
“Privileged” And “Poor Judgment”
BY HARRY C. ALFORD
NNPA COLUMNIST

Yes, it is funny
indeed that Sen. John McCain
accuses his opponent, who grew
up on food stamps, as being privi
leged
and
exhibiting
poor
judgment.
There
are
few
Americans who haye lived a privi
leged life like that of John
McCain.
He comes from Scotch/Irish
roots and it is believed that an
early ancestor served with General
George
Washington
in
the
Revolutionary War. From the
beginning of this nation, the
McCain family has lived a very
privileged life.
Let’s go back to his great, great
grandfather, William Alexander
McCain. He was bom in North
Carolina and settled in Carroll
County, Miss. There the McCain
family prospered greatly from
slavery. He bought a 2,000 acre
plantation
which he
called
“Waverly” (ala Terra in “Gone
with the Wind”) and 52 slaves they produced cotton and com.
From court and census records of
1860, the slaves ranged in age
between Six months and 60 years.
They were mixed with “blacks”

and “mulattos.”
The significance of first gener
ation mulattos (mixture of African

and white master blood) is that
they were normally products of
rape and/or child molestation. The
old man fought as a colonel in the
Confederate cavalry and died in
battle in 1863.
The McCain family carried on
as “bosses” of share croppers at the
end of the Civil War and hasn’t
seen anything but wealth since.
During Reconstruction and Jim
Crow, John McCain’s great-grand
father, John Sidney McCain,
served a couple of terms as the
county sheriff. Hence, the future
was laid for a combination of
politics and military in the occupa
tions of this family. Keep in mind
that a sheriff in Mississippi at this
time controlled the volume of
lynchings and abuse of “uppity
Negroes” as so illustrated in
movies
like
“Mississippi
Burning.”
This guy had two sons and he
finessed them into military promi
nence. One went to West Point and
the other, John McCain’s grandfa
ther, went to Naval School in
Annapolis. The senator’s great
uncle became a brigadier general
and his grandfather became a fourstar admiral.
John S. McCain Sr. was a very
accomplished admiral and hero
during World War I and II. He
rubbed shoulders with such greats
as Adms. Nimitz and Halsey.

John McCain Jr., the senator’s
father, was also a career naval
officer and also attained the
highest rank, four-star admiral. He
was a submarine commander in
World War II and later served as
commander in chief Pacific
Command, during the Vietnam
War. If you notice, Sen. McCain is
actually a IV not a III as he claims.
He begins at post-Mississippi.
As a former military officer, let
me assure you that there are perks
and privileges. Senior officers
such as Sen. McCain’s dynasty
lived lives resembling European
aristocracy.
There
are
free
mansions, maids, nannies, chauf
feurs, replete with a formal social
calendar and high esteem by all
living and working on the military
installation. A child of a general or
admiral could not be held account
able for anything. Crime and pun
ishment, for the most part, were
exempt. They were, in effect,
princes and princesses. So, when it
came time for John McCain to
become an adult he knew what was
happening. He was going to Naval
School to eventually become an
admiral. His father would see to
that. It was an entitlement — so he

thought.
He

entered Annapolis

as

a

partying wise cracker. He hardly
studied and eventually graduated
in the “bottom five” in his class.

So what? Pop is a four-star
admiral. He was so bad that during
a flight class he couldn’t efficient
ly take off and crashed the plane
into the Chesapeake Bay. It settled
to the bottom. His training manual
would have shown him how to pop
open the hatch by pushing on a
lever. However, John never read
the manual but he eventually pried
open the hatch manually with his
frantic hands and floated to the
surface. This disaster didn’t hurt
his career. Pop is a four-star
admiral and John entered active
duty in 1958.
Even with Pop, he still had to
have combat duty to be on an
admiral’s track. So, in 1967 he
went off to duty in Vietnam.
Almost immediately, there was
another mess up. Mysteriously on
the USS Forestall, an aircraft
carrier, a missile was set off and
John McCain’s plane exploded. He
miraculously escaped serious
injury but 134 others died in the
mishap and 21 planes were
destroyed and the ship was deacti
vated. John was assigned to
another ship and immediately
another disaster occurred. He was
shot down and captured. The rest
of his Vietnam years would be
spent in a prisoner of war camp.
That was the end of his combat
but, through the blessings of Pop,
he was still on the admiral track.

Olympic Gold Swimming
BY MARC H. MORIAL
NNPA COLUMNIST

One of the most
thrilling moments of the 2008
Summer Olympic games in
Beijing was the gold medal per
formance by swimming phenom
Michael Phelps and his teammates,
Jason Lezak, Garrett Weber-Gale
and Cullen Jones in the 4 x 100
freestyle relay.
While most of the adulation
has rightfully focused on Phelps
and Lezak, whose record setting
come-from-behind surge earned
the team a split-second victory,
there was another notable member
of that team who deserves recogni
tion not only for his part in
bringing home the gold, but also
for his commitment to ensuring
that more African-American boys

and girls make it home safely from
the pool or the beach.
Twenty-four-year-old, Bronxnative, Cullen Jones is only the
second African-American to ever
win Olympic gold in swimming.
According to Courtland Milloy of
the Washington Post, Jones began
swimming at age five after he nearly
drowned at an amusement park in
Pennsylvania. Jones subsequently
developed a love for the sport. He
was a star member of the North
Carolina State swim team and since
2006 has been a standout amateur
and professional competitor.
While he is a fierce competitor,
Jones does not just swim for
personal glory. He wants to make
sure that more African-American
youth leam to swim. He’s doing it
to not only bring more of them into
the sport, but also to save lives.

What are your opinions on
The Weekly Challenged

“Let’s say two kids are walking
beside a pool and one decides it
would be funny to push the other
one in,” said Jones. “If the one
who gets pushed can swim, maybe
it’s funny. If he can’t, you’ve got a
real problem.”
Statistics show that black
children, ages 10-19, are three
times more likely to drown as
whites and 58 percent of them
don’t know how to swim,
compared to 31 percent of white
children. Clearly, more AfricanAmericans need to know how to
survive in the water and Cullen
Jones is on a mission to see that
they do. One way he plans to deal
with that problem is through the
Cullen Jones Diversity Tour, a
Bank ofAmerica backed effort that
will include swim meets and
clinics for minority youth through-

out the country. Jones adds his
golden touch to efforts by such
pioneers as Jim Ellis, the legendary
founder of the Philadelphia
Department of Recreation Swim
Club, whose commitment to turning
out world-class black swimmers
was chronicled in the 2007 movie,
“Pride,” starring Terrence Howard.
And this year, the National Black
Heritage Championship Swim Meet
attracted more than 500 AfricanAmerican swimmers to its annual
event in Orlando.
As the summer winds down,
we are reminded that every day,
nine African-American children
drown and that number is rising.
Cullen Jones’ Olympic win gives
us a golden opportunity to teach
our children that learning to swim
is not only fun, it can save lives
too.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Pinellas County Urban League’s
Career Connection Center

Grand Central Neighborhood,
Dignitaries, Parents, Celebrate
Opening Of Imagine School
The K-5, tuition-free, public charter school is hailed for making
a significant contribution to the historic St. Petersburg
neighborhood’s renewal and blossoming community

BY KATRISA B. WINSTON

Unemployment Benefits
In recent times job security has been
threatened by a number of factors: sluggish
economic growth, reduction in work force or
business closure or failure.
The Federal Unemployment Tax Act and
state unemployment systems, provides for
payments of the unemployment. The
Department of Labor’s Unemployment
Insurance programs provide unemployment
benefits to eligible employees who become
unemployed through no fault of their own, and
meet certain other eligibility requirements.
Funding for unemployment insurance is
paid by each employer based on the worker’s
weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly wages. Most
employers are required to pay both a federal
and state (UI) tax. Only the employer pays this
FUTA tax; it is not withheld from the
employee’s wages. The government matches
the UI tax and reserves the funds so that in the
event an employee loses a job the funds are
intended to provide temporary financial assis
tance to eligible workers who are unemployed
through no fault of their own.
Eligibility

- Each state administers its own benefits
within federal guidelines.
- Benefit amounts and length of time are
determined at the state level.
- In general, benefits are based on a per
centage of an individual’s earnings over a 52
week period - up to a state maximum amount
(see State of Florida Department of Labor’s

Note: Extended benefits (additional weeks
of benefits may be available during times of
high unemployment).
Benefit Denials

- Voluntarily leaving work without good
cause (depending on state laws).
- Being fired for misconduct in connection
with work.
- Not being able to work or available for
work.
- Refusing an offer of suitable work.
- Knowingly making false statements to
obtain benefits.
Hot Jobs

-Internship - Accounting Dept. ($15 to
$20 hourly)
- CNAs, RNs and LPNs
- Maintenance Tech
- Lead Producer
• - Telemarketing
- Warehouse
- Brake Operator
- Assembler - Aerospace
- Claims Support Processor
- Custodian - second shift
- Customer Service - Life Insurance
- Fabricator/Machinist - Aerospace
- Junior Quality Engineer
- Material Associate
- Payroll Clerk
- Receptionist
- Spot Welder - first and second shift

- Benefits are subject to federal income tax
(you may elect to have the tax withheld by the
state unemployment agency).
- Benefits can be paid for a maximum of 26
weeks in most states.
- Check with your local unemployment
office for more details.
- In many states you can apply for benefits
online or over the telephone.

- Treasury Associate
The Pinellas County Urban League’s
Career Connection Center promotes equal
opportunity employment and diversity
however, we do not guarantee employment.
Drug screening and background checks may
be required for most positions.
Sources: http-y/www.dol.gov/dol/topic/unemployment-insurance/index.htm and http://www.irs.gov.

celebrate
being a woman

Imagine Schools is a
national nonprofit charter school
company with 74 schools in 13
states and the District of
Columbia including 18 schools
in Florida. Imagine is committed
to helping parents provide their
children with high quality
academic and character develop
ment programs in a safe,
nurturing learning environment.
Imagine School at St.
Petersburg, located at 1950 First
Ave. N., is a tuition-free K-5
public charter school open to all

RAYS
continuedfrom front page
“We will need at least 3,000
more parking spaces for the
playoffs,” City Council District
Six Rep. Karl Nurse said during
a recent phone interview. “This
should open up more opportuni
ties and we are open to all possi
bilities.”
Since the Trap's opening in
1990 and the Rays’ first season
in 1998, it has struggled to

You love choices! With the latest shades,
anti-aging skin care and great gift ideas,
I can show you beautiful products suited
just for you. Call me today to find more ways
to look good and feel great!

Dianne Speights
Independent Sales Director
www.marykay.com/dspeights

being home schooled.

neighborhood.

- Technician Assembler
- Tig Welder - first and second shift

Web site)?' -

committed to providing a
ST. PETERSBURG first class choice in
City and county officials,
education to our students
joined by members of the
and their parents.”
Grand Central District
Some 30 businesses
Association and Imagine
that participate in the
School at St. Petersburg
Grand Central District
teachers, parents and
Association held a “backstudents celebrated the
to-school scavenger hunt”
school’s grand opening
for the Imagine School
Friday with a ribbon
students prior to the ribbon
cutting
and
back-tocutting. Students visited
school scavenger hunt
the
businesses
and
sponsored by local busi
collected assorted school
nesses.
supplies.
The ribbon cutting
The Project CHILD
ceremony was performed
St. Petersburg Mayor Rick Baker speaks
program,
developed by the
by St. Petersburg Mayor
with Imagine School students
Tallahassee-based
Institute
Rick Baker, who was
for School Innovation,
assisted by city council
makes
learning active and fun
County
residents.
members Karl Nurse and Jeff Pinellas
It is resultsDanner, as well as members of While focusing on student for children.
oriented
and
transforms
tradi
character
development
and
the Grand Central business asso
ciation and several hundred parent involvement and satisfac tional self-contained teaching by
tion, it offers the highly engaging using an innovative triangulated
students and their parents.
The mayor spoke of the vital and academically successful approach. Clusters of three
CHILD
curriculum expert teachers work across three
importance of education in Project
grade levels to teach children in
creating a new future and said delivery program providing
the city was pleased to help parents the qualities they tend to three different ways: computer
school officials move through look for in private schools technology, hands-on experi
ence, and paper and pencils.
the
approvals
process
in without the additional financial
“Project
CHILD
gets
burden.
readying their newly renovated
School Principal Dr. Ron students up and moving around
building for the start of the new
Mayes
points out that nearly half physically,” said Mayes. “The
school year. The mayor and city
children are engaged and leam
council have been staunch sup of the school’s 350 students
porters of the redevelopment enrolled this year come from better. Students rotate during the
efforts in the Grand Central private schools or were formerly course of the day between three

(727) 866-6621
(727) 403-0144

Naaman Johnson represents

CROWN

Mayes

expressed

classrooms, with one classroom
gratitude

for the community’s support and
predicted a successful first year.
“A school is only as strong
as the community that supports
it,” he said, “and we have been
blessed with the strongest
support
possible
from
community families and busi
nesses, the mayor and city staff
and commissioners, and county
school officials.
“We are also excited to be a
part of this neighborhood’s
resurgence and growth and

devoted

to

reading,

one

for

writing, and one for mathemat
ics.”
For enroll a child, or for
more information, parents can
call (727) 821-7100, or visit the
school
Web
site
at:
www.ImagineSchoolsStPetersbu
rg.com
Additional information may
be obtained by visiting Imagine
Schools Web site at www.imagineschools.com or ProjectCHILD
at www.ifsi.org.

become economically viable as
well as contribute an economic
boost to the surrounding
community. Now a private
group that Progress Energy has
put together will make recom
mendations about the economic
feasibility of moving the dome
to the downtown waterfront.
According to Nurse, it will be at
least two years before any
results from that study will be
available.

WEBB S BAIL BONB
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Mercedes-Benz

Naaman Johnson,

represents Mercedes-BenzCrown
iurocars. Naaman is a familiar name in the luxury.

YOU DON'T

European automobile circles and is an outstanding
representation ofCrown Eurocars and the customer
service principles we-befieve

’in,

HAVE TO

Nlaman-wouWlike to invite ail his friends, clients and
those who would like a Mercedez Benz^urchase

EUROCARS
Justrecoffiizedasoneofthe

Mercedes-Benz “Best of the lest”
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experience "unlike any other”
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< s, j.,...

to stop by and say hello.

Direct (727)329-3036
e-mail njohnson@crowncars.com
FA40994

600134th Street K, Si. Petersburg *

(727)527-5731
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COMMUNITY NEWS
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
.

Courtesy of

P
11

Thursday, Aug. 28 - PTEC St. Petersburg Campus, 901
34th St. S., Pinellas County and the City of St. Petersburg,

in partnership with PTEC have scheduled a "Meet-theLocals" Business Mixer to encourage local companies to
connect with potential Job Corps operators to discuss
vendor and procurement opportunities. For more informa
tion about the Pinellas County Job Corps Center visit

■
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800 2nd Ave. N.E. 1 to 4 p.m., listen to Easy Street.
www.stpetepier.com or 727-821 -6443.
Saturday, Aug. 30 - Saturday Afternoon Fun, The Pier, 800
2nd Ave. N.E. 1 to 4 p.m. Family fun activities with a
character from Fritzy Brothers One Man Circus and face
painting, www.stpetepier.com or 727-821-6443.

www.pced.org/jobcorps.

Sunday, Aug. 31 - Music Fest on the Water, The Pier, 800
2nd Ave. N.E. 1 to 4 p.m. Relax by the water and enjoy the

Friday, Aug. 29 - Jazz: the Art of Music, Wrap Party - Dixie

melodies of Mellow Smooth, www.stpetepier.com or 727-

Strutters, 6 to 9 p.m. MFA Cafe, Museum of Fine Arts, 255
Beach Drive N.E. www.fine-arts.org or 727-896-2667.

821-6443.
Sunday, Aug. 31 - Plein Air Mini Art Workshops, The Pier.

Saturday, Aug. 30 - Suncoast Corvette Show -15th Annual
Vettes on The Pier, The Pier approach. Enjoy the day
viewing these classic beauties and listening to the sounds of

8:30 to 11:30 a.m. Through November. Diane Gugliotta, an
accomplished local visual artist, will be teaching Mini Art

Easy Street, www.stpetepier.com or 727-821-6443.

Workshops at The Pier on Sunday mornings from 8:3011:30. Call 727-455-1510 or register at her workshop,

Saturday, Aug. 30 - Saturday Sounds of Summer, The Pier,

www.stpetepier.com or 727-821 -6443.

diplomas, the highest ever; a

few students who state-tested
recently have not yet received
their scores, so that figure may
be even higher. That does not
take into account any Midtown

students who missed passing by
only one subject and must retest
in just that subject, to receive
their diplomas. Also, many
students are quite close to com
pleting all required studies and
will take the state exam during
this school year.
Norman
E.
Brown,
president of the St. Petersburg
Branch ofNAACP, commented,
“Our Midtown GED program
was successfiil, is successful,
and will continue to be success
ful in the future. We are espe
cially proud of this program.”
Additionally,
Lakewood
Community School’s Midtown

Vocational Preparatory Instruction
Program, designed for students
who already have a high school
diploma but need to raise their
TABE scores for college entry,
is thriving. This past school
year, Midtown had seven high
school graduates complete their
college requirements and enroll
in college, and several more
have recently enrolled.
Ed Van, one of many local
dedicated NAACP volunteers,
added, “Midtown offers a true
opportunity for advancing your
career.”
The Midtown site, at 1501
16th St. S., has taught approxi

exist or students do not apply.
Do not let these dollars go
unused” said Carroll.
Deadlines are Nov. 1, 2008
and Jan. 9, 2009. Mail applica
tion, transcripts, and recom
mendation letters in one
package.
For additional information,
contact Ron Brown Program,
1160 Pepsi Place, Suite 206,
Charlottesville, VA, 22901,
telephone number (434) 9641588,
or on the Web at
www.ronbrown.org.

1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602

mately 250 students between
July 2007 to August 2008, and
the staff foresees an escalating
enrollment for 2008-09.
Lakewood
Community
School administrator, Dr. Jane
C. Huber commented, “The
NAACP board is supportive of
our teacher and students at the
Midtown site. Their partnership
with Lakewood Community
makes it possible to help
students succeed in attaining a
GED diploma. This is truly a
community effort and the
synergy creates great opportuni
ties for our students to succeed.”

CLASSIFIED

State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service
Robert Creal, Sr., LFD

PINELLAS COUNTY STATE HOUSING INITIATIVES
PARTNERSHIP (SHIP) PROGRAM ANNUAL REPORT
NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY
The Pinellas County State Housing Initiatives Partnership (SHIP) Program

Annual Reports covering State Fiscal Years 2005-2006, 2006-2007, and
2007-2008 are available for public inspection and comment beginning
August 29,2008 through September 9,2008.
Interested persons can obtain a copy of the proposed report at the
Pinellas County Community Development Department, 600 Cleveland Street,
Suite 800, Clearwater, FL 33755 or by contacting Sheri Harris,
Planning Division Manager, at (727) 464-8245 or sharris@pinellascounty.org.
Members of the public may submit written comments on the report to
Pinellas County at the same address or directly to the
Florida Housing Finance Corporation, 227 N. Bronough Street, Suite 5000,
Tallahassee, FL 32301. Written public comments shall identify the
author by name, address, and interest affected and must be
received by September 9,2008.

LIFE AND FINAL EXPENSE

BARBER WANTED

INSURANCE

Eva’s Barber Shop
1400 Dr. Martin Luther King Ave.
Clearwater, FL

If you have been turned down
for health reasons, don’t delay!
Call Today! (727) 565-0164

HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE
Cancelled or Non-Renewed???

Alice Johnson-Reed,
Lie. #131633

General Agent

St. Petersburg, Florida

/ CALL:

:

ROD WILSON

wwTOdwiboniw-tns.cost

V No Copay** d Chiropractic care”

NOOBLIGATION
QUOTE

yt« Dollar Coverage-

premsum. ”0p!sjs)3i tenefii

siaie. G!0uspa5»y *26825. are) «6C26« ssaie

The MEGA Life and Health
____________
Insurance Company"
A

One of the prospective project bidders, Hennessy Construction, is seeking
proposals from SBEs in various construction trades for the project.
An awareness and involvement meeting for all small trade contractors regarding
this project will be held at the Business Assistance Center, 33 Sixth Street South
(comer of 1st Ave So & 6th Street), Suite 301, St. Petersburg, FL, 33701,
from 6:00 PM-8:00 PM, on Monday, September 8,2008. If you plan to attend,
please e-mail claude.williams@stpete.org or aubri.shauger-haley@stpete.org
or call 727-893-7146 no later than Friday, September 5,2008.

Peterborough Apartments
Affordable Senior Housing
Spacious 1BR High Rise Apts.
Income Based Rents
On Busline, Next to Senior Center

t=7

FL Relay TTY 1-800-955-8771 SH

Heal thMarkets Company

MARy KAy
| bi w

Dianne Speights

a out my independent Sales Director
ary T^y

- NEW PATIENTS &
EMERGENCIES WELCOME -

• We Speak Spanish/Greek •
♦ Most Insurance Accepted •

•Interest Free Financing Available*
IBWHHS

MON, TUES, THURS 8:00-5:00

OFFICE HOURS
WED 7:00-3:00

BRING THIS AD IN TO RECEIVE

$25.00 OFF
YOUR FIRST VISIT

5201 Central Avenue, St. Petersburg
www.iigondentai.com

ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES WANTED

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA

The Weekly Challenger Newspaper is currently seeking success
motivated self-starters with the desire to grow in the fast-paced field
of marketing. Candidates require excellent organizational and
communication skills, must be a team player with a can-do attitude.
The position will be responsible for defining and implementing advertising
sales strategies for revenue growth. Sales representatives are also
responsible for developing sales tools and promotional plans.
Successful sales experience desirable. Courses in marketing, leadership,
communication, business, and advertising are helpful.

ST. PETERSBURG

To apply forward resume by email to:

business! 727-866-6621
727-403-0144
dspeights@marykay.com
www.marykay.com/dspeights

USF

1 Hr Teeth Whitening • Root Canals • Extractions
White Fillings • Gum Treatments • Nitrous Oxide Gas

Wte*

amsiaf prewn. Praanfee Ptes tefte&s aw anted te fee wtetete Iwiance. Cww$e wfeitete fe ar stm
...
,...

Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

The City of SL Petersburg BAC Small Business Enterprise
Meeting Notice for SRI International Facility

GENERAL •FAMILY* COSMETIC

Ml I ■ ■ IilliHSSil

FREE

Policies Can Include:
No cancellations v Dental and Vision*
y Disability* V Life Insurance*

y (800)473-774®

fe.

Larry Eugene Walker • Insurance

• Reginald Ligon, D.D.S. • Mendee 8. Ligon, D.D.S. • Mark T. Cullen D.D.S.

Dentures • Partiais ♦Crowns/ Bridges ♦ Veneers .

AFFORDABLE HEALTH INSURANCE

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617

Ligon/v Ligon d.d.sp.a.
& IMPLANT DENTISTRY

To apply or for more information
Call 727-461-5178

Call us at (727) 823-5145
440 Fourth Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33701

Rep. Jennifer Carroll would
like to take the opportunity to
encourage applicable students
to take advantage of great schol
arship opportunities.
The Ron Brown Scholars
Program is seeking AfricanAmerican high school seniors to
receive $10,000 annually for
four years to attend an accredit
ed four-year college or universi
ty in the U.S.
“There are not enough
African-American students who
know that these scholarships

Creal Funeral
Home

Midtown/NAACP
Breaks Record In GED Diplomas
As the new school year
begins with exciting expecta
tions, Midtown reflects on the
many accomplishments this
past year of the ABE/GED
program at St. Petersburg’s
branch of NAACP, provided by
Lakewood Community School.
From August 2007 to July
2008, at least 14 Midtown
students earned their GED
(Florida
High
.School)

Representative
Carroll Encourages
Students To Apply
For Scholarship
Programs

The following jobs are currently available:

• Fiscal & Business Analyst #8802
For information regarding the required qualifications, please
go to http://www.stpt.usf.edu/iobs
or visit the USF SP Human Resources, 140 Seventh Avenue S.,
BAY 206, St. Petersburg, FL 33701.
USF is an Equal Opportunitv/Eaual Aceess/Affirmative Action Institution.

generalmanager@theweeklychallenger.com.
For additional information call 727-896-2922
Performance-based commission plus bonuses. Equal Opportunity Employer.

WWW.THEWEEKLYCHALLENGER.COM
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Pleasure Versus Pain...
HIV/AIDS is still the #1 cause of
death among black males and
females ages 25 44.

Free HIV Testing
Results in 20 minutes! No Needles!

3170 3rd Avenue N.

6421 N. Florida Avenue
Tampa, FL 33604
813 232 3808

Metropolitan
Charities, Inc.

St . Petersburg, FL 33713
727-321-3854

Open The Flood Gates Of
Heaven - Seven X 7 Troops
Prepare For Battle
Attendees say the roof raised
off the building at last Sunday’s
Seven x 7 Consecration and
Prayer Service, when the mass
choir led by Minister Ricky
Welch accompanied Pastor
Clark Hazley singing “Open the
Flood Gates of Heaven.”
In addition to being senior
pastor of Mt. Pilgrim Missionary
Baptist, Hazley is one of the
most powerful evangelistic
singers this city has ever seen.
He was the seventh pastor on
the program for the evening and
one of 49 fellow clergy
committed to hosting the largest
revival in city history.
This Sunday night’s service
was intended to prepare and con
secrate those pastors for the
“spiritual warfare” expected to
unfold Sept. 7, when they will
hold seven simultaneous revivals
in seven targeted sectors of St.
Petersburg.
From beginning to end, the

service was magnificent. The
community’s leading clergy
entered the sanctuary like
soldiers marching to battle,
draped in formal robes, stepping
in two-by-two fashion. The
audience received them like con
quering heroes.
Judging by the saints who
came out to the service, the
Seven x 7 crusade has already
attracted a small army of
believers. The sanctuary of Mt.
Zion Progressive was filled by
the blended family and flock of
churches throughout the city.
Organizers are planning for more
than 1,000 volunteers to carry off
the massive Seven x 7 revival.
Clergy who delivered the
consecration service included
Pastors Ellis Hodge, Jonathan
Anderson Sr., Joe Van
Koevering, Ada Davis, Brian
Brown and Louis Murphy, who
opened the service with a charis
matic call for action. Pastor Troy

Adams of New Jerusalem
Missionary Baptist Church,
brought the crowd to their feet
with a sermon on self-evaluation
and collective redemption.
Pastor Louis Murphy of Mt.
Zion Progressive, who is the
visionary behind the movement,
says “Seven x 7 will not stop
until we reach and minister to
every soul in South St.
Petersburg. The Crusade will
bring 'hope, help and healing’
into the heart of the enemy’s
stronghold.”
Simultaneous revivals will
be held in Childs Park, Unity
Park in Jamestown, Dell Holmes
Park, and in the Perkins,
Wildwood,
Campbell
and
Bartlett Park areas.
For
more
information
or to become a Seven x 7
volunteer, sign up on-line at
www.sevenx7.com or call 727894-4311 x807.

TAOIST TAI CHI
Classes Forming in St. Petersburg and Seminole

4.7.-;
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• FUN
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NEXT OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13,11:00 AM TO 2:00 PM
____________ Demonstrations • Snacks • Tea____________
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• HEALTH

- w-Stat*

1833 MLK Jr. St. N.

http://stpetersburg.n0rida.usa.taoist.org
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Phone (727) 896-2620
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
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DESTINATION
GRADUATION
Did your student struggle
to get promoted last year?
Are you an incoming Senior
determined to graduate?
Or do you just want to
do better this year?
LET US GIVE YOU THE BOOST
YOU’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!

IT’S FREE!
• Reading
• Comprehension
and fluency
• Math (Algebra,
Geometry and basic
math skills)
• Games, food and
more!

Starting Sept. 9 - Every Tuesday & Wednesday, 6:00 - 7:30 p.m.
Registration is now open!

Call St Mark M.B. Cliurch at (727) 321-6632
Destination Graduation has somethingfor students at any level!

iRA Ef© R LG INSLIKI NG Si© FM© M E DJ,

WWW.CEDDYBEAR.COM

SAT., SEPT. 13 * 8PM

UTH ECKERD MALL
I 1/ 11,1-

GROUP DISCOUNTS: 727.712

L RICHARD 8. BAUMGARDNER CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

1111 MCMULLEN BOOTH RD., *CLE

R
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ENTERTAINMENT
Interview With
William Moss, HBCU
Connect

Rick G^ 4^

JAMM

Remembering Black Moses,
AKA: Isaac Hayes!
The first time I became
aware of the man called “Black
Moses” was sometime in the
‘60s when Hollywood began
the
“Blaxploitation”
of
African-American movies. To
those in my crowd he also
became known as “Ike The
Ripper” and most recently,
“Chef’ from TV’s South Park.
Years later, during my visit to
his hometown of Memphis,
Tenn: I learned that the man I
referred to as “Black Moses”
was
simply
known
as Isaac to his friends.
Remembering the line in the
song
“Shaft”
that
goes
something like this - “I’m just
talking about Shaft!” Well, I’m
simply talking about soulful
Isaac Hayes who left us for a
better place on Sunday, Aug.
10.
Yes, it is truly hard to
believe that Isaac Hayes has
gone on at the young age of 65.
It seems like only yesterday
when I had the opportunity to
see him perform in person at
the Garden State Performing
Arts Center in New Jersey.
Dionne Warwick was on the
same bill and they sang a
couple of duets that had the
audience begging for more. He

was the consummate entertain
er. Seeing him at that concert
was a surprise to me when I
saw that he was a giant of a
man not only on the movie
screen but also in person.
After learning of Hayes’
passing, I searched my LP
album collection looking for
whatever albums I have ofhis.
Fortunately, I found the main
LP album with the title of
“Black Moses.” On the album
cover Hayes is shown bare
chested wearing gold chains.
And of course, he’s wearing
shades, looking like the
“toughest” dude in the world.
That’s someone you wouldn’t
want to meet in a dark
alleyway ... no sir!
No doubt that is the way
most of us will remember
Hayes ... tough, cool, and
sharp with a voice that stirred
your very soul. However, I
would be remiss if I didn’t
mention Hayes’ earlier life.
He was bom in rural poverty of
a sharecropper’s family in
Covington, Tenn. As most of
us are aware, Hayes gained
much artistic success as a
vocalist, composer and movie
actor. His works earned him a
Grammy,
Golden
Globe

Award, and two Academy
Awards for his musical compo
sitions. Interesting side notes
include that Hayes was a
published author, radio person
ality and was coronated king of
Ghana in Western Africa.
Instead of a palace, he built an
8,000 square foot educational
facility, as he felt that
education and literacy is the
key to a successful life. That
certainly says a lot about
Hayes, doesn’t it? *
Although he left many
thousands of fans heartbroken
about his death, Hayes also
leaves a loving family. They
are his wife of only three years
Adjowa Hayes, and their 2year-old son Kwadjo Hayes.
He also leaves 10 other
children, 14 grandchildren,
and four great-grandchildren.
In a nutshell, we’ll best
remember Hayes as having
taken soul music in a new
direction with his 1969 album
“Hot Buttered Soul,” and his
“Theme From Shaft” that
exploded on the pop and R&B
charts. Finally, borrowing
from a phrase from Isaac, I’ll
end simply saying ... he was
“one bad mutha.”
Remember to “Keep Jazz

networks have you launched?
Isaac Hayes

A: In partnership with
Diversity City Media, we’ve

already launched over 15 different
sites. The big ones are
BlackHistory.com, an online
encyclopedia and social network
for African-American history and
culture; BlackWomenConnect.com,
the first ever social network for
African-American women; and
BlackInAmerica.com, the first
ever social network for sociallyconscious African-Americans. All
of them are growing exponential
ly with thousands of active
members signing up daily.
Q: Some say that social net
working is a waste of time. Is this
true?
A; Absolutely not. Every
social network has a purpose.
Professional social networks help
people advance their careers, and
build client relationships for their
businesses. Other niche social
networks allow people with
similar mindsets and interests to
connect and build relationships
that make life online more fun.
Social networking has the same
benefits that offline networking
has.
Q: There’s a rumor that you
and Dante Lee of Diversity City
Media are getting ready to launch
a Black dating site. Will this be a
social network too?
A: This site, which I won’t
name just yet, will be unlike any
other dating site on the Internet
period. Not only will it be one of
the few that are black-owned, but
it will also be die first to include
the functionality of a social
network.

Look for this site to

launch in late 2008.

grab a Coke

T-SHIRTS. UNIF0RMS. SPORTSWEAR. FAMILY REUNIONS. MEMORIALS

PH: {717)82^2500

Alive” by “Supporting Live
Jazz!”
Jazz fans - do you have
any feedback? I would like to
hear from YOU! You may
visit my Web site at: rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me at
JazzJamm@aol.com.
You
may also mail your letters to
Rick Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o The
Weekly Challenger, 2500 ML
King St., S., St. Petersburg, FL
33705.

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Social
networking is one of the most
popular activities online, next to
emailing and blogging. It has the
unique ability of allowing users to
interact with others as if they were
in the same room. An estimated
300 million people worldwide log
into a social network daily.
William Moss, the 34-year
old CEO and founder of HBCU
Connect, launched the first social
network for African-Americans in
1999 - just a few months before
BlackPlanet.com came along. To
date, HBCUconnect.com is the
largest online destination for black
college students and alumni.
Q: Is it true that you created
the first social network for
African-Americans?
A: Well, in the late 90s, the
only mainstream social network
that anyone knew of was
Classmates.com. There also was
AsianAvenue.com,
the
only
ethnic-specific one - which was
launched even earlier. There were
no others until we officially
launched
HBCUconnect.com
(formerly HBCU-Central.com) in
June of 1999.
Q:
How
big
is
HBCUconnect.com?
A: We have 1.2 million regis
tered members with over 15-20
million page views a month. This
makes us the largest online desti
nation for black college students
and alumni, hands down.
Q:
What other social

Ptt(727)768.»

UNIVERSITY
“WE GOT IT 1”
CUSTOM WEAR FOR YOUR CUSTOM NEEDS
\ 1550 16TH ST. S.
EMU SCORPIOS2W9@YAHOO.COM
GRAPHICS, SCREEN PRINTINO. EMBROIOERT, BANNERS. SIGNS & MORE 1

THE LEGENDARY 1590 AM WRXB
SERVING THE COMMUNITIES FOR OVER
3 DECADES AND STILL GOING STRONG!
6 a.m. -10 a.m. The Diane Hughes Morning Show with
Co-host Lady Norma and Sister Ora
2 p.m. - 6 p.m. Mid-Day Cafe / Maurice Sebastian
6 p.m. -10 p.m. Brian Jay gives you your last drive and intimate sessions

PICKOFTHEWEEK!

25 44 16
CA$H 3
755
283
614

DOG
DAYS

For Marketing and Promotions

Stock up on Coca-Cola products.

Contact Donza Drummond

at (727) 865-1591
Email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com
REQUEST LINE (727) 864-1600
OFFICE (727) 865-WRXB (1591)
3551 42nd Avenue South, SUITE B-106
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

And go back to school refreshed.

6-2
1-7
7-3

3- 5
8-4
4- 6

Gfcbtxxi tlw Coctouf Bowe
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
In The End, China Serves Up A Memorable Olympics

The Bird’s Nest

BY TIM DAHLBERG
BEIJING (AP) The horses
weren't talking, but surely they
had a tale to tell.
Would they stand on their
own four feet and admit to the
cream or the clear? Or would
they simply claim it was a case
of bad oats?
Whatever it was, it got four
of them kicked out of Olympic
team jumping, evidence enough
that the doping police weren't
horsing around in these games.
More surprising was that the
human toll wasn't that much
higher in an Olympics where
both the athletes and the air
came up cleaner than expected.
In a games where records fell by
the fistful to what seemed like
superhuman feats, just six
athletes tested positive for per
formance-enhancing drugs.
And that's just the beginning
of the good news for an
Olympics that will stand the test
of time.
We came to Beijing nearly
three weeks ago expecting the
worst. The air was going to be
dirty, protests would be ugly,
and everything would be tightly
controlled under the suffocating
grasp of the government.
And it wasn't just us.
The

U.S.

Olympic

team

brought its own food and handed
out custom designed black
masks for any athlete who
wanted them. Four American

cyclists promptly offended their
hosts by donning them before
they even got through the city's
massive new airport.
There were rumors of
planned disruptions by activists
for Darfur and Tibet, and the
tragic random stabbing death of
a relative of the U.S. men's vol
leyball coach. To add to the
mood, a thick, choking haze
hung over the Bird's Nest for an
opening
ceremony
where
fireworks were faked and the
cute girl singing the featured
song wasn't actually singing at
all.
Then Michael Phelps hit the
pool, and the games began to
glow.

Michael Phelps

He smashed the world
record in his first medal race,
and didn't stop swimming until
he had collected eight gold
medals to hang around his neck
and an equal number of flower
bouquets to hand to his mom.
Mark Spitz took it all in from
afar, as impressed with Phelps as
others had been with him 36
years earlier in Munich.
Suddenly, these Olympics
weren't looking so bad after all.
Certainly not to NBC, which
couldn't get enough of every
thing Phelps. And not to
everyone in Beijing, either,
mostly because we could finally
see them.
As if on command, storms
came in and cleared the smog

that hung over the city. Actually,
it may have been on command
because the Chinese fired more
than 1,000 rockets loaded with
silver iodide in the hours before
the opening ceremony to try to
control where it rained.
Natalie Du Toit

Usain Bolt

What they couldn't control
was a Lightning Bolt hitting the
Bird's Nest.
Just when Phelps was being
anointed the greatest Olympian
ever, a young Jamaican needed
just 28.99 seconds to stake his
own claim to the title.
He preened and posed and
barely worked up a sweat in
setting a world record of 9.69 in
the 100 meters. He followed it
by breaking a world record that
stood for 12 years a lifetime in
track in the 200, prompting a
raucous celebration that drew a
scolding from the stuffed shirts
at the IOC.
Is that Usain or what?
“My name is Lightning Bolt,
not Flash Gordon,” Usain Bolt
said.
His was youthful bravado at
its best, hacked up by the kind of
performance that will be talked
about long after the way he cele
brated is forgotten. The fact that
it came during an Olympics
where drug testing has never
been more stringent gives us
hope that all records set in these
games are legitimate.
While there were stories that
stirred the soul, there were
stories that touched it, too.

Natalie du Toit of South
Africa could have waited until
the Paralympic games to
compete. But she removed her
carbon-fiber prosthetic left leg,
dived in the water and finished
16th in the women's 10kilometer swim.
“I don't even think about not
having a leg,” said du Toit, who
lost hers in a 2001 motorcycle
accident.
Open water wasn't going to
stop Maarten van der Weijden of
Holland from winning his 10kilometer swim, either. Not
when he had already scored one
win over leukemia.
“You lay in your bed and just
wait,” van der Weijden said of
his battle with the disease. “It's
almost the same strategy I've
used here to stay in the pack, to
be patient, and stay easy just
waiting for your chance.”

Christina Jones And
Andrea Nott

Henry Cejudo

And then there was Henry
Cejudo, the son of illegal
Mexican immigrants who grew
up so desperately poor in Los
Angeles that he often went to
bed hungry. He and his brothers
would imitate Mexican pro
wrestlers, but after winning the

•ij

Bucs Defense Primed
For Another Big Season

Derrick Brooks

TAMPA (AP) - If Derrick
Brooks didn't take his job so
seriously, he might be amused by
questions about whether an
aging defense is still good
enough to get the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers back to the playoffs.
What's age got to do with
anything, the 10-time Pro Bowl
selection wants to know. Don't
people remember the so-called
graybeards answering skeptics
by helping the Bucs win the NFC
South a year ago?
“We don't say anything. We
just continue to make plays,”
said Brooks, who turned 35 in
April and is entering his l4th
season. “Pretty soon they have to
start using other words to
describe you.”
The Bucs have allowed the
fewest yards in the NFL twice
and have ranked among the top
10 statistically 10 times in a
dozen seasons under defensive

choice by the American pair
Christina Jones and Andrea Nott
to use the music of Elton John in
an odd way in duet synchronized
swimming.
. “Our theme was anger,”
Jones said. “We tried to get that
across.”
The good news was that the
Chinese loved Kobe Bryant and
his teammates, who were on a

mission to restore order in their
sport. The NBA superstars
returned the love on the court
and off, making a grand tour of
venues where they cheered on
their countrymen.
Finally, where would any

Team USA

Olympics be without controver
sy? It was found, as usual, in
gymnastics, where the uproar
this year wasn't about scoring
but date of birth.
The question was whether
some of the Chinese gymnasts
were really 16. But there was no
question about their talent, and
under tremendous pressure they
vaulted and tumbled their way to
the team all-around gold.
Gymnasts aside, there was a
lot to like about these games.
There were historic feats by
Phelps and Bolt, brilliant per
formances by the home team,
and a return to glory by a new
Dream Team.
OK, so the theme song was
schmaltzy and the slogan “One
World One Dream” was corny
and the place had no buzz.
But give the Chinese credit
anyway. Some things just aren't
in their DNA.
Best Olympics ever? That's
for the historians to decide.
No doubt, though, that it was
quite a show.
Too bad the horses weren't
able to stick around and see it
all.

Harvin, Spikes Might
Miss Florida's
Season Opener

BUCS
CORNER

BY FRED GOODALL

55-kilogram gold a lot of real
wrestlers will be imitating him.
“I'm not letting go of this,”
he said, holding his new medal
proudly. “It's beautiful.”
China's not letting go of its
medals, either, and the host
country won more than anyone.
One look at the medals table is
all that's needed to confirm the
world order is changing in inter
national sports, and even the
national anguish over hurdler
Liu Xiang's withdrawal from the
llO-meter race couldn't spoil
China's coming out party.
The games weren't as great
for the United States, which
failed to win the most gold for
the first time since 1992 despite
Phelps' haul. The U.S. was more
than respectable in winning
more overall medals than
anyone, but relay teams couldn't
hold on to their batons, boxers
bickered their way to their worst
showing ever, and the unbeat
able softball team was finally
beaten.
Then there was the odd

coordinator Monte Kiffin. They starting job after the team made receiver to play opposite Joey
were second a year ago after an unsuccessful bid to bring in Galloway. The team drafted
former
Appalachian
State
sagging to l7th in 2006, when Brett Favre.
standout
Dexter
Jackson
in
the
Gruden and general manager
Tampa Bay finished 4-12 its
Bruce Allen pursued a trade for second round and signed free
worst record since 1991.
‘ “It went from the league Favre, even though Garcia is agent Antonio Bryant, who hasn't
catching up and aging to, 'Can coming off a Pro Bowl season in played in the NFL since 2006.
There are fewer questions
they keep it going? How long which he set a team record for
can they keep cheating Father the lowest interception percent about the defense.
Linebacker Barrett Ruud,
Time?”' Brooks said. “You don't age.
end
Gaines Adams and safety
The
quarterback
said
there
argue with that. You just keep
are no hard feelings about the Tanard Jackson all contributed to
making plays.”
Indeed, for all the talk about flirtation with Favre, and he's Tampa Bay's resurgence as firstcoach Jon Gruden's offensive also stopped talking publicly year starters in 2007, and firstacumen and gigantic playbook, about his unhappiness over the round draft pick Aqib Talib and
the Bucs remain a team driven by lack of progress on a contract veteran Eugene Wilson were
added this offseason to provide
a defense rejuvenated by young extension.
Gruden did his part to help, depth in the secondary.
talent but still getting leadership
Although there's a percep
and consistent play from Brooks signing free agent center Jeff
tion
that the defense is getting up
Faine
to
solidify
a
young,
and comerback Ronde Barber.
Tampa Bay has won two of improving offensive line and in age, there are just four starters
the last three division titles, but also bringing in running back 30 or older, with tackle Chris
hasn't won a playoff game since Warrick Dunn, who returns to Hovan and end Kevin Carter
winning the Super Bowl six Tampa Bay after spending the joining Brooks and Barber.
And what may surprise
seasons ago Gruden's first with last six years in Atlanta.
Dunn will share playing time people even more, Brooks said,
the Bucs. They are 36-44 since
they captured their only NFL with Earnest Graham, who flour is how the Bucs are getting the
ished when pressed into duty last job done these days.
championship.
“We don't have to depend on
“I think you'd like to be season because of injuries to
known as an offensive team, but Camell “Cadillac” Williams and Derrick Brooks and Ronde
Pittman.
Michael Barber to make every play,”
there is a mystique about our Michael
Bennett, another former 1,000- Brooks said.
defense,” Barber said.
“That's not to say Derrick
Jeff Garcia sparked the yard runner, provides additional
offense a year ago, but the Bucs depth while Williams recovers Brooks and Ronde are getting
old. It's just that we have more
still struggled to get the ball into from knee surgery.
One of the top priorities over guys taking advantage of the
the end zone with the 38-yearold quarterback. He retains the the summer was finding a opportunity to make plays.”

GAINESVILLE (AP) Fifth-ranked Florida may be
without receiver Percy Harvin
and middle linebacker Brandon
Spikes for its Saturday seasonopener against visiting Hawaii.
Harvin, who is still battling a
right heel injury that required
offseason surgery, participated in
portions of practice last Friday
and Saturday but the 5-foot-ll,
l95-pound junior has been
unable to go full-speed since the
second day of fall practice on
Aug. 5.
Harvin rushed for 764 yards
and six touchdowns and caught a
team-high 59 passes for 858
yards and four touchdowns last
season.
Meyer
announced
on
Monday that Spikes suffered a
right foot injury during practice

last week. The 6-foot-3, 245pound junior, who started every
game last season, is coming off
his best offseason in Gainesville.
Spikes was a first-team AllSEC selection last season after
finishing second in the league
with 131 tackles.
Both players will be re
evaluated later in the week,
Meyer said. The Gators are
better equipped to handle
Harvin’s absence. Meyer said
senior Louis Murphy, redshirt
freshman Deonte Thompson and
junior college transfer Carl
Moore have had outstanding
camps. Junior running back
Brandon James, one of the
nation's top punt and kick
returners, has been working at
receiver throughout preseason
practice.

NCAA Football AP
Top 25
1. Georgia (22) 0-0
2. Ohio State (21) 0-0
3. USC (12) 0-0
4. Oklahoma (4) 0-0
5. Florida (6) 0-0
6. Missouri 0-0
7. LSU 0-0
8. West Virginia 0-0
9. Clemson 0-0
10. Auburn 0-0
11. Texas 0-0
12. Texas Tech 0-0
13. Wisconsin 0-0

14. Kansas 0-0
15. Arizona State 0-0
16. Brigham Young 0-0
17. Virginia Tech 0-0
18. Tennessee 0-0
19. South Florida 0-0
20. Illinois 0-0
21. Oregon 0-0
22. Penn State 0-0
23. Wake Forest 0-0
24. Alabama 0-0
25. Pittsburgh 0-0
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STATE NEWS
Obama Inspires Black
Republicans To Switch Parties
BY BRENDAN FARRING
TON
TALLAHASSEE (AP) Sen. Barack Obama isn’t just
inspiring black voters to register
in large numbers as he gets
closer to being the Democratic
presidential nominee. Evidence
indicates that he’s motivating
some black Republicans to
switch parties.
The only three states that
track voting registration by
party and race show black
Republican
registration
dropping slightly since the
beginning of the year.
Florida has 81,512 more
black Democrats compared to a
loss of 784 black Republicans;
Louisiana has 34,325 more
black Democrats, while the
number of black Republicans
dropped by 907; North Carolina
has
92,356
more
black
Democrats and 2,850 fewer
black Republicans.
However,
overall
the
number ofblack Republicans is
generally very small compared
to the number who tend to vote
Democrat. Florida has nearly
1.1 million black Democrats,
compared to just under 64,000
black Republicans. Louisiana
has about
704,000 black
Democrats and 26,000 black
Republicans,
and
North
Carolina hasmore than 1
million black Democrats and
just
under 44,000
black
Republicans.
While the number of blacks
who have left the Republican
Party for the Democratic Party
can’t be pinpointed, it’s not hard
to find voters who have made
the switch.
Whitfield Jenkins of Ocala
became a Republican nearly
four decades ago, abandoning

the Democrats out of anger
when black voters helped elect a
state lawmaker who later
opposed a state holiday for
Martin Luther King Jr. In 2006,
Jenkins helped Republican Gov.
Charlie Crist’s campaign, but
this year he switched back to the
Democratic Party for one
reason: Obama.
“Really early in his presi
dential campaign, when I got
the opportunity to listen intently
to his ideas and his platforms, I
immediately said, ‘This is
beyond belief,”’ Jenkins said.
The biggest impact could be
in Florida, where polls show a
tight race between Obama and
Republican
John
McCain.
President George W. Bush
carried the state by only 537
votes in the disputed election of
2000. Democrats believe the
result would have been different
if not, in part, for problems in
largely black precincts.
“If it’s going to be a close
election, it could be a huge
factor,” said Kevin Hill, a
Florida International University
political science professor.
“Eighty-two thousand — that’s
a lot of voters.”
And while Bush won by a
more comfortable
381,000
votes in 2004, the Obama
campaign notes that 600,000
black voters stayed home. The
campaign is also targeting
nearly 600,000 black Floridians
who aren’t registered to vote.
“You’re going to see some
turnout like you’ve never seen
before in the state of Florida,”
said Tony Hill, a black state
senator from Jacksonville who
is helping the Obama campaign.
Overall, Florida has about
4.4 million Democrats, 3.9
million Republicans and 2.3
million voters who aren’t regis-

tered with either party.
Florida Republican Party
Chairman Jim Greer acknowl
edges that attracting more black
Republicans has been difficult
because of Obama’s candidacy
and says he doesn’t expect a sig
nificant change in registration
numbers this year despite party
efforts to reach out to black
voters.
“My goal here is that
African-Americans who have
voted Democratic their entire
lives will begin to at least
consider
a
Republican
candidate,” Greer said. “And
then I’ll move to the second
goal of registration. But it is a
slow process.”
Some black Republicans
say they’re supporting Obama
but not switching parties. They
include former Florida Black
Republican Council President
Dorsey Miller, who helped
former Republican Gov. Jeb
Bush’s campaigns and supports
Crist.
Miller, though, said his
support of Obama has nothing
to do with race, but rather his
dissatisfaction
with
the
direction of the country and his
concerns that McCain will
continue
President
Bush’s
policies.
“It’s a funny thing about
Obama, but when I see him
speak and see him on the stage,
I don’t see him as a black man, I
just see a man. He symbolizes
hope and we surely need hope,”
Miller said.

But he was quick to add that
he could support another
Republican for president.
“If he (Obama) stays eight
years and then Jeb Bush says,
‘I’m running,’ I’m with Jeb.”

Seniors Vs. Crimes Office
Open To Help Residents Avoid
Storm-Related Scams
TALLAHASSEE - Attorney
General
Bill
McCollum
announced that his Seniors vs.
Crime offices are reopening
throughout the state to help
residents avoid storm-related
scams. The offices, staffed by
volunteer Senior Sleuths, are
often able to step in when
residents are having problems
with potential scams, particular
ly in the clean-up and repair in
the aftermath of Tropical Storm
Fay.
“The Senior Sleuths are an
excellent example of citizens
proactively working to protect
fellow Floridians from scams,
said McCollum.
The attorney general noted

that the Seniors vs. Crime groups
are often so effective in their
efforts to assist Floridians that
their very presence can deter
scammers and con artists. After
tornadoes swept through Central
Florida in 2006, the local Senior
Sleuths hit the ground and
walked the affected areas, ques
tioning any contractors or
repairmen who were in the area
and offering work to ensure that
they had the proper licensure and
were there to conduct legitimate
business. As a result, very few
residents reported having diffi
culties with unlicensed contrac
tors and repair services.
More information about the
Seniors vs. Crime offices

is available online at
www.seniorsvscrime.com.
Seniors vs. Crime started
nearly 20 years ago in partner
ship with AARP. Seniors and
retired citizens involved in the
program help educate Floridians
about consumer-related fraud
and conduct seminars on how
seniors can protect themselves
from becoming crime victims.
Last year, Seniors vs. Crime
received more than 2,485 cases
and made 118 criminal referrals,
resulting in 10 arrests. Senior
Sleuths have recovered more
than $6.6 million for seniors
since 2001.

School Offers
Slot Machine Repair Class
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - As
the presence of casino gambling
increases in Florida, an adult
school in Hollywood has
become the first to offer a stateapproved course in slot machine
repair.
The Sheridan Technical
Center’s first nine-week class
has 25 students, and the next

session starts in October.
Students, who pay $651, must
be at least 21 and have clean
criminal records.
Gary Bitner, a spokesman
for the Seminole Indians, says
the tribe’s casinos already have
thousands of slot machines,
with plans to install a total of
15,000.

School officials say the
demand for qualified techni
cians will be high, with
graduates of the program
earning as much as $ 18 an hour.
Florida has had Vegas-style
slots since 2006, a year after
they were approved by state
lawmakers.

King Speech To Obama
Speech: A Dream Realized?
BYTODDLEWAN
ORLANDO (AP) - The
dreamer in him envisioned a
day when “Whites Only” signs
would no longer hang in restau
rant windows. A time when
everyone’s desire to vote would
be respected. A time when
blacks and whites would work,
pray and live together.
He spoke of an America
where people would be judged
not by the color oftheir skin, but
by the content of their character.
“I have a dream,” the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr. pro
claimed from the steps of the
Lincoln
Memorial
in
Washington, D.C., on Aug. 28,
1963, “that one day this nation
will rise up and live out the true
meaning of its creed - ‘We hold
these truths to be self-evident:
that all men are created equal.’”
The 45th anniversary of the
civil rights leader’s most
memorable speech coincides
with the day when another
African-American,
Barack
Obama, makes a historic speech
of his own - accepting the
Democratic Party’s nomination
for president of the United
States.
Is the convention’s timing
merely, as Obama’s critics
might suggest, political chore
ography at its shiniest, one more
seamlessly staged performance
by a “rock star” candidate?
Perhaps. And yet, it is also
fitting: For if King inspired
Americans to confront bigotry
or at least dream of a more
perfect union, a candidate with
Obama’s profile surely seems
part of that dream’s fulfillment
Does Obama’s candidacy
complete the circle, showing
that we now live in a colorblind
society? Many want to believe
that U.S. culture has moved
beyond its racial problems, and
in some ways the nation that
Obama will address is now
visibly less divided along racial
lines.
In King’s day, racial
inequality was legally sanc
tioned: Separate parks,
restrooms, hotels, theaters,
schools and drinking fountains
were common in many areas;
laws forbade interracial sex;
African-Americans were beaten
and lynched.
The federal interventions of
the ‘60s - the Civil Rights Act,
Voting Rights Act, Federal Fair
Housing Act - reset the legal
parameters. Legal decisions,
such as the Supreme Court’s
1967 ruling knocking down a
Virginia statute barring racial
intermarriage, further opened
the door to integration.
But in the four and a half
decades since King’s speech,
questions about the prevalence
of racism in American life
haven’t abated, with blacks and
whites deeply divided on how
significant a role discrimination
plays in keeping blacks from
achieving parity with whites.
If the United States has
entered a truly “post-racial” era,

why do some real estate agents
still steer whites away from
integrated neighborhoods, or
why are qualified black couples
turned down, without explana
tion, for an apartment rental?
Why does the naming of a black
chief executive of a leading cor
poration still raise eyebrows?
“Everything has changed,
and nothing has changed,” on
matters of race, says the Rev.
Joseph Lowery, 86, who co
founded the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference with
King and marched alongside his
friend all those years ago.
“That’s the paradox in which
we find ourselves.”
For years now, most
Americans have told pollsters
that although they believe
racism to be a lingering
problem, they themselves are
not racist.
A year ago, a Pew Research
Center survey reported that 82
percent of whites said they had
a “mostly” or “very” favorable
opinion of blacks; 80 percent of
blacks felt the same about
whites.
Similarly, about 94 percent
ofAmericans recently polled by
Gallup said they’d vote for a
black candidate for president,
up from 53 percent in 1967.
That sounds lovely — but
what then about this other
survey finding, that AfricanAmericans also told the Pew
Center they often face discrimi
nation when applying for jobs,
renting apartments or buying
houses. Whites, by 2-to-l
majorities, said they believed
blacks rarely face such bias.
In his speech, King said
blacks could not be satisfied “as
long as our bodies, heavy with
the fatigue of travel, cannot gain
lodging in the motels of the
highways and the hotels of the
cities.”
Since then, Jim Crow has
been outlawed in most public
places, though discrimination
dies hard: In the largest public
accommodation
settlement
ever, the Denny’s restaurant
chain in 1993-94 paid $54
million to settle three suits for
discriminating against AfricanAmerican customers. Ten years
later, Cracker Barrel chain
restaurants settled a federal
lawsuit which said blacks were
segregated from white patrons
in seating, often made td wait
longer for tables and sometimes
denied service.
As for blacks’ role in
politics today, their participa
tion has “been quite remarkable
compared to King’s time,” says
David Bositis, a scholar ofblack
politics at the Joint Center for
Political and Economic Studies
in Washington, D.C.
In 1969, there were nine
blacks in the 435-member U.S.
House of Representatives;
today, there are 43, including
two non-voting members repre
senting the District of Columbia
and the U.S. Virgin Islands. In
the ‘60s, there were roughly 300
blacks elected to state and local

office; today, there are some
10,000, including about 300
black mayors.
During
his
“Dream”
speech, King declared: “We
cannot be satisfied as long as a
Negro in Mississippi cannot
vote and a Negro in New York
believes he has nothing for
which to vote.”
Before the 1964 “Freedom
Summer” registration drive in
Mississippi, just 5.8 percent of
blacks in that state could cast
ballots. Since then, black
turnout has risen steadily, and in
the 2006 elections, AfricanAmericans voted at higher rates
than whites, according to the
U.S. Census Bureau, though
poverty still adversely affects
black turnout.
But American politics has
played on — and reflected —
racial divisions, too.
Since the l960s, America’s
two-party system has effective
ly been segregated, with blacks
mostly in the Democratic camp.
Not a single Democratic presi
dential hopeful has won a
majority of the white vote since
1964.
In 2006, when Tennessee
Rep. Harold Ford Jr. and
Maryland Lt. Gov. Michael
Steele both ran unsuccessfully
for the U.S Senate, the fact that
they were black was mentioned
in virtually every story. Race
baiting TV ads also were aired
against Ford.
States have passed new
photo ID requirements for voter
registration — which have been
shown to disadvantage poor
minorities — and have
expanded disenfranchising
offenses to include drug-related
crimes of which a dispropor
tionate number of minorities are
convicted.
Incidents of “caging” — a
tactic that gets blacks knocked
off voter rolls if they fail to
answer registered mail sent to
homes where they no longer
reside — are further evidence
that “race is still dynamic in the
political
process,”
says
Laughlin McDonald, director of
voting rights project in the
southern state of Georgia.
There has been a surge in
black office-holding at the state
and local levels and in the U.S.
House of Representatives. But
it’s also true that the U.S. now
has only one elected black
governor, Deval Patrick in
Massachusetts, and one U.S.
senator — Obama, in Illinois.
While federal law has been
used to redraw boundaries of
unfair
voting
districts,
McDonald notes that in the
South most blacks elected to
state legislatures still are chosen
by majority-black districts.
And,
says
Chandler
Davidson, a professor emeritus
at Rice University in Texas, “it’s
really very unusual for a black
candidate who runs at the
statewide level, in any jurisdic
tion at large, to get nominated or
elected. That racial polarization
is still there.”

Voter Registration Deadlines
A Reminder From Pinellas County
Supervisor of Elections DEBORAH CLARK

Deadline to register for November 4, 2008
General Election is October 6. 2008
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NATIONAL NEWS
Incalculable Loss’ - US Rep.
Tubbs Jones Mourned
EAST CLEVELAND, Ohio
(AP) - Tributes from political
allies and even one-time enemies
came pouring in for Democratic
U.S. Rep. Stephanie Tubbs Jones,
a trailblazer whose, energy and
outspokenness made her one of
Congress’ most dynamic leaders.
Tubbs Jones, the first black
woman to represent Ohio in
Congress,
died Wednesday
evening after suffering a brain
hemorrhage
caused by a
ruptured aneurysm. She was 58.
“She poured her heart and
soul into her job,” said U.S. Rep.
Dennis Kucinich of Ohio. “She
worked so hard and gave every
thing she could. I’m devastated.
Wherever we’d go, we’d speak
of each other as brother and
sister. It’s an incalculable loss.”
Tubbs Jones represented
Ohio’s heavily Democratic llth
District for five terms. She was
the first black woman to serve on
the powerful House Ways and
Means Committee and the first
to serve as a common pleas
judge in Ohio.
The congresswoman suffered
the hemorrhage while driving
her car in suburban Cleveland
Heights on Tuesday night. She
had been driving erratically and
her vehicle crossed lanes of
traffic before coming to a stop,
police said. An officer found her.
An aneurysm is a dangerous
weakness or bulge in a blood
vessel that can leak or rupture,
causing bleeding. In Tubbs

against authorizing the use of
military force. Just as the war
was starting in March 2003, she
was one of only 11 House
members to oppose a resolution
supporting U.S. troops in Iraq.
“I am going to miss her as a
friend and colleague, and her
leadership will most certainly be
missed by her constituents,
northeast Ohio and the state as a
whole,” said Republican Sen.
George Voinovich of Ohio.
She was one of Sen. Hillary
Rodham
Clinton’s
biggest
boosters during the primaries
and was to have been a superdel
egate at next week’s Democratic
National Convention in Denver.
She switched her backing to
Sen. Barack Obama in June, but
said he could not win unless
Clinton’s
supporters rallied
behind him. She also said
Obama should consider Clinton
as a running mate.
The Clinton family released
a statement saying Tubbs Jones
was a “one-woman force for
progress in our country” and that
they shared a friendship with her
that “deepened through every
trial and challenge.”
“Over the course of many
years, with many ups and many
downs, Stephanie was right by
our side - unwavering, indefati
gable,” the statement said.
Obama called Tubbs Jones
“an extraordinary American and
an outstanding public servant.”
“It wasn’t enough for her just
to break barriers in her own life.
She was also determined to bring

Jones, the aneurysm burst in an

opportunity to all those who had

inaccessible part of her brain,
said Dr. Gus Kious, president of
Huron
Hospital
in
East
Cleveland where Tubbs Jones
died. Several news organiza
tions, including The Associated
Press, incorrectly announced her
death about four hours before
she died.
Tubbs Jones, who chaired
the House Ethics Committee,
was a passionate opponent of the
war in Iraq, voting in 2002

OBAMA

BY M.R. KROPKO

continued from front page
seems everyone had paused for
the keynote speaker of the
evening.
In the speech, scripted to help
Americans of all races and back
grounds establish empathy and
rapport with the Democratic
nominee, Obama talked personal
ly about her husband and family
to an America that has historically
oppressed black people. She was
introduced by her brother, Craig
Robinson, as an “impassioned
public servant, a loving daughter,
wife and mother, my little sister
and our nation's next first lady.”
Her mother looked on from
the audience, applauding her
daughter’s numerous references
to her humble upbringing on the
“Southside of Chicago.”
Despite the magnetism and
Michelle Obama’s passion and
the standing ovation after her
speech, there was a resistance
stirring in the atmosphere in the
“mile high” city as some support
ers of former Democratic Primary
rival Hillary Clinton, remained
hard-pressed to let go of their now
dashed hopes that somehow
Clinton would be the nominee.
One woman, who asked not
to be identified, said she felt that
some in the audience were inten
tionally cool to Mrs. Obama.
“You watch how they go
crazy over Hillary Clinton,” she

Union Seeks To Mobilize
Healthcare Workers
BY ALAN KING

Stephanie Tubbs Jones

in her home state.
“She was an effective legis
lator who was dedicated to
helping
small
businesses,
improving
local
schools,
expanding job opportunities for
Ohioans, and ensuring that more
of them have access to health
care,” Bush said Wednesday.
“Our nation is grateful for her
service.”
Tubbs Jones grew up in a
working-class area of Cleveland,
the youngest of three girls. Her
father, Andrew Tubbs, was a
skycap for United Airlines at
Cleveland Hopkins International
Airport. Her mother, Mary, was a
homemaker and later a factory
worker.
Tubbs
Jones
studied
sociology at Case Western
Reserve University on a full
scholarship that she attributed to
affirmative action efforts.
After
graduating,
she
worked for the city sewer district
and
Equal
Employment

WASHINGTON (NNPA) After 15 years as a nurse at
Bon Secours Hospital, Benjene
Swift says she was fired in
2001 for speaking out against
what she calls the hospital’s
“violation of regulations” and
on behalf of patients who,
Swift says, were denied health
care because they did not have
insurance.
Since then, she and several
union leaders advocating on
behalf of healthcare workers
filed a lawsuit against the
hospital in 2003 and are
preparing to tell their story
to a Maryland legislative
committee - Health and
Government Operations - in
Annapolis.
At a recent press confer
ence, Swift was joined by
leaders of the American
Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees —
a national union whose
Maryland headquarters represent
more than
30,000
state
employees - outside of Central
Baptist Church on West
Baltimore Street to bring
attention to what they called
the
“mistreatment”
of
outspoken healthcare workers
and hospital patients.
Examples of what Swift
and AFSCME leaders called
“psychological terrorism”
included outspoken nurses
being placed under constant

Opportunity Commission. Tubbs

supervision. For example, one

been overlooked and left behind
- and in Stephanie, they had a
fearless friend and unyielding
advocate,” Obama said in a
statement.
On the Ways and Means
Committee,
Tubbs
Jones
opposed President Bush’s tax
cuts and his efforts to create
personal accounts within Social
Security. In 2005, she opposed
certifying his re-election because
of questionable electoral results

Jones also served as a Cuyahoga
County Common Pleas judge
and prosecutor before running
for political office.
Former U.S. Rep. Louis
Stokes made Tubbs Jones his
hand-picked successor in 1998.
“I wanted somebody whom I
felt could carry on what I tried to
do for 30 years in that congres
sional district,” Stokes said. “She
did it. She took it to a higher
level, a new level. She made me
so proud.”

riurse who had a business on
the side was ordered to shut it
down or be terminated, Swift
said. The nurse resigned in
2001.
“Bon Secours has been
trying to pull itself up. But I’m
letting you know [what] they
have done...,” said Swift, now
a nurse at Sinai Hospital on
West Belvedere Avenue as she
and AFSCME staff passed out
information to drivers and
passersby.
She accused the hospital

predicted the reaction to Clinton,
who was set to speak to the con
vention on Tuesday night. “I just
wished they had been a little
warmer and more embracing.”
Michelle Obama got the
loudest applause when she
praised Clinton for her historic
campaign against Obama.
"...People
like
Hillary
Clinton, who put those 18 million
cracks in the glass ceiling, so that
our daughters - and sons - can
dream a little bigger and aim a
little higher," Obama said to
cheers and applause.
Democratic Party leaders
pushed for unity dining the con
vention that prepared for the
nominees' message of “change” as
well as demonstrated change itself.
Traditional
civil
rights
leaders did not speak during the
prime time hours of the conven
tion. But, they were remembered.
“Fellow Democrats, this is an
historic moment. I know. I grew
up with the lessons of another
generation, my father's genera
tion,” said U.S. Rep. Jesse
Jackson Jr., who spoke early
Monday. “I know his stories of
struggle and sacrifice, of fear and
division. I know America is still a
place where dreams are too often
deferred and opportunities too
often denied.”
He continued, “But here's
what I also know. I know that
while America may not be
perfect, our union can always be

perfected. I know what we can
achieve when good people with
strong convictions come together
around a common purpose.”
That “common purpose”
appears illusive to some as
pundits are mystified as to why
Obama, with impeccable creden
tials and the ability to inspire
millions around the world, is still
running
neck-in-neck
with
Republican Sen. John McCain
during a time when the
Republican President George
Bush is at his lowest in popularity.
Sen. Ted Kennedy, still recu
perating from brain surgery for
removal of a tumor, perhaps best
illustrated the level of hope that it
will take for all Americans including many Democrats - to
believe that Obama can run
America.
In remarks before the crowd
of thousands Monday, Kennedy
said, “We are told that Barack
Obama believes too much in an
America of high principle and
bold endeavor. But when John
Kennedy called for going to the
moon, he didn't say it's too far to
get there. We shouldn't even try.
Our people answered his call and
rose to the challenge, and today
an American flag still marks the
surface of the moon. Yes, we are
all Americans. This is what we
do. We reach the moon. We scale
the heights. I know it. Tve seen it.
I've lived it. And we can do it
again.”

administration of changing its
policy to allow non-licensed
nursing personnel, such as
social workers, to administer
medication to hospital patients.
“Not only is it against the
regulation, it’s against the law.
Social workers have no
business ever touching any
medicine,” Swift said. “They
don’t have any rights to even
do any supervision based on
regulation. When the hospital
sanctions this it’s because they
don’t want to pay a nurse.”
Officials at Bon Secours
strongly denied the allegations.
In an Aug. 12 statement, Bon
Secours
said they were
unaware of the incidents
described by Swift because
they had never been reported.
The hospital “does not tolerate
any harassment or discrimina
tion toward staff or patients,”
Bon Secours said. Bon Secours
added: “Just as we respect our
patients, we are also respectful
of our employees and are
mindful of their rights. We
address all issues that are
brought to our attention.”
On the issue of patient
care, Bon Secours said, “It is
the practice of Bon Secours
Baltimore Health System to
respect and provide quality,
compassionate care to all
patients without regard to the
ability to pay.”
But James McCray said
that was not the case when his
wife, Dorthiea, was a patient at
Bon Secours being treated for a
stomach infection. He charged
she was forced to leave the
hospital a few weeks ago
because they did not have
health insurance. “The social
worker told my wife she had to
leave and she was the one who
wrote up the paperwork and
put my wife out of the
hospital,” he said. “My wife
was still sick.”
McCray said he had a
neighbor call an ambulance to
transport Dorthiea from her
sister’s home on 4lst Street to

Union Memorial on East
University Parkway to get the
services she needed.
“Is it 2008 or 1968?” asked
William Buie, an attorney who
is not involved with the litiga
tion against the hospital but
since March has helped Swift
organize a coalition to unionize
the nurses.
“It’s a whole lot of people
that don’t have the card I have
in my wallet that entitles me to
be able to go into Bon
Secours and get some hospital
treatment when I need it,” said
Buie. “But even if they do have
that card, what does that mean
if a nurse is not being properly
taken care of? If she’s not
being treated properly, how
can she take care of me?”
Barry Chapman, president
of the Baltimore County
Maryland State Employees
Union, called on the hospital to
create a policy that would
eliminate labor unrest. “There
needs to be a report card that
the employees do on their
supervisors,” Chapman said.
“They have to be able to speak
freely without fear of retalia
tion from mid-level or even
upper-level management.”
Bon Secours said such a
policy already exists. The
hospital operates on what it
calls a “value line” that allows
“patients,
employees
and
visitors to openly and anony
mously call for the purpose
of complaints, issues and
concerns without fear of retali

ation.” Those issues are then
reviewed, investigated and
assessed to find a resolution.
Chapman and AFSCME
leaders are not convinced.
“Today is a historic moment
in the American labor
movement,” Chapman said.
“We’re certainly going to
throw down the gauntlet to
stop patient and caregiver
abuse. You can’t throw rocks at
the employees and not hit the
patients.”

Tuskegee Airmen Instructor
Sherman Rose Dies At 88
DOTHAN, Ala. (AP) Sherman Rose, who served as
flight
instructor
for the
Tuskegee Airmen, has died in
Dothan. He was 88.
Rose was among the first
African-Americans to receive
pilot training as part ofthe U.S.
government’s Civilian Pilot
Training Program, which led
directly to the formation of the
Tuskegee Airmen.
He later worked as a flight
instructor at Fort Rucker for
20 years, continuing to break
down racial barriers.
Alabama NAACP President
Ed Vaughn attended church
with Rose and called the loss of
his friend “tragic.”
“He was a class act and
always a gentleman,” Vaughn
told the Dothan Eagle in a
Thursday story. “I just loved
the man. Mr. Rose certainly has
lived an exemplary life. He
was a patriot. He made

history.”
Rose died Wednesday at
Southeast Alabama Medical
Center.
The Tuskegee Airmen were
an all-black unit trained at
Moton Field and helped break
racial barriers while gaining
fame escorting bombers in
World War II.
Former Dothan mayor
James Grant said Rose con
tributed much to Dothan and
the nation as a whole.
“He and I worked together
when I was mayor and did
several things. He went to
Washington with us and helped
me get grants from the federal
government several times,”
Grant said.
Rose’s story will continue
to inspire,
according to
Vaughn.
“He was an instructor of
pilots at Tuskegee Airfield
during World War II under all

Sherman Rose

sorts of problems inside the
military and outside,” Vaughn
said. “He was tops. Oh, I will
miss him. I will definitely miss
him.”
A mural honoring Rose and
the Tuskegee Airmen was
completed in May 2001 and is
located in downtown Dothan.
Tuskegee Mayor Johnny
Ford called Rose a “very proud
and distinguished military
pioneer who will be dearly
missed.”

WE WELCOME YOUR LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
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www.readingclubfun.com
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I can’t wait to help you
bake those cookies, Dad!

twelve

Jane Addams

) £As soon as you finish your homework?)

I like school and
all the activities.
I wouldn’t like to
work all day long.

Did you know there was a time when many children
worked in jobs all day instead of going to school?
Their small, quick fingers helped keep threads moving smoothly
in the clothing mills. They put things together or ran machines in
factories. Boys picked slate out of coal in the mines.
Working children got little sunshine or fresh air. They often worked
10 or 12 hours a day and were paid much less than adults.
It was hard to create laws to protect children. Families often
needed every penny they could get. Children would lie about their
ages, and factory owners would not check to find out the truth.
Some children worked in cramped apartments known as sweatshops.
Some kids liked to work. They felt very grownup, made money and
did not have to go to school.
Labor unions began fighting for child labor laws to ensure that
children were going to school and that adults got the jobs. A1938
law declared that children must be 16 years old to work full time.
This is the age used today for most jobs.
Read each sentence below. Match the number
in the blank to the same number in the crossword
and fill in the answer.

O/iver Twist tells of an orphan
who lives in the slums and works
in a factory.

E. picked slate out of coal in the 8 .
F. were not protected by child labor (work) J4_
G. worked day and night in back rooms or
apartment rooms called 13 .
H. did not have to go to 9 .
I. often worked 15 hours or longer.
J. and their work problems were written about
by a woman named

(Some) Children
A. worked for less 12 than adults.
B. often sat in rooms that were 11 and 10 .
C. put things together or ran machines in 4
D. kept threads moving smoothly in clothing J_

K. and their hard lives were shown to others by
Charles Dickens in a book called 6 .
L. were also helped by Labor 1 who
wanted them in school and adults working.
M. today must be 5 years old to work full time.
N. are still seen today working long hours in
3
harvesting crops with their families!

Bonus Week! Book Giveaway

Kids Making Money
Kids want money too! If you are lucky, you might get an
allowance from your Mom or Dad. But, at some point you
will want to earn money to buy something
special, in each set below, match the
words on the left and right to see ideas

Wow! What a huge response to our Book Giveaway! You have kept us
very busy sending out stickers and books! As an extra bonus for the great
response, we are going to add one more week and give away
an extra 12 books. Just send in this signed form to be
entered. It must be received by Wed., Sept. 3,2008 for
No purchase
the final giveaway on Thurs., Sept. 4,2008.

that can help you get started:

needed.

1. clean

A. of children

Cut out&

2. feed

B. fish

mail this

3. help to plan

C. closets

4. take care

D. lemonade

form to:
Name

5. rake

E. yards

6. sell

F. parties

1. create

A. newspapers to your neighborhood

2. apply

B. dogs

3. deliver

C. beaded jewelry to sell

4. read

D. bottles and cans for deposits

5. return

E. to younger children

6. walk

F. to work at a camp

Age______ Grade

One entry per
person per week.
(Void where prohibited by law.)

□
o> §
.£ ul

$ 3
CC o

BoyQ GirlQ

Street/Apt._______

GROCER
E W B Q U 0
E TH 6 I

F

I C

F

E 0 F

0PQWHREMR
v I D E A

Check with
a grown-up
before you

City/Town________

State

Zip

Which newspaper is this?

start your
own business.

Grownup’s Last Name__

First

Grownup’s signature (over 18)
Email address:___________

*

Workers in our Community
carpenter
truck driver

Reading Club Fun
RO. Box 646
Canton, CT 06019

00
o
People work hard to buy themselves food, clothing and shelter. We need people to work to keep our V
CM
communities running smoothly. Can you find and circle these people who work where we live?
©
o
grocer
coach
musician
firefighter
farmer
teacher
doctor
librarian
police officer
L A K
0 C

AR P E N

V N

MQ N A I

T U

TS I T N

TRUCKDRI
C Q I

R Q
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727) 894-4311

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Email: mzpmbc@gte.net
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church

(727) 822-2089
Bethel1894@knology.net

Worship Services................................. 7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Breakfast Ministry..................... JSundaY 8:00 ajm.
Church School....................................... .9:00 ajm.
Morning Worship.................................... 10:30 aai.
Bible StudY................................ TuesdaY 7:00 p.m.
Youth Church....................Mon & Wed 5:30 pjm.

Sunday School........................................................................... 9:00a.m.
Prayer Service (Wed)...............................................................6:00p.m.
Bible Study (Wed).................................................................... 6:30p.m.

Mission Statement:
Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church’

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

St. Mark African Methodist Episcopal Church
“Where Everybody is Somebody”
2401 - 5th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: (727) 823-6666
Rev. Keturah D. Pittman, Pastor

There’s*^^—
place for

Wss

(727) 327-1373
Early Morning Worship........................................................ .7:30 a.m.
Sunday School............................................................................ .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............... ;.................... .............................. 11:00 a.m.

inthe

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting...................7:00 p.m.

AFRICAN METHODIST,
EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Friday Prayer Meeting.......... ............................................... 11:00 a.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

Reverend David L.
and Dorothy
Connelly

Weekly Schedule
Sunday School....................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Sunday Early Morning Worship Service...11:00 a.m.
Monday Prayer & Praise.................................................6:30p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study..........................

“Raising A Standard For God's People In God's Church"

Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

Church Of God In Christ

3012 18th Avenue South

Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201 - 6th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843

St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old
Landmark Church Family”

10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.

Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

Supt. Mitchell L. Bryant and
Lady Danita B. Bryant

Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.

Claude S. Williams,

(except Wednesdays)

Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon
Radio Broadcast: WRXB @ 9:30 AM - 10:00 AM

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

Transportation Service is Available by calling: 727/463-1120

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving an Extraordinary God!”

WALKING IN THE, PROMISED VISION

Hg

^ninJa^J^irvest

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Worship C e n fer

(727) 896-4356

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

Dominion and Power
M K* H SBE

Log on:

(727) 686-9356

www.travelwiththechurch.corn

www.abundant-harvest.org

(to book your travel engagements)

Jofyi) >r|j»ltiw Baptist Cfturcb
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755

Come Grow lflfltn Usl

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

“Walking Qn The ‘Promised Vision”

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

ana Ml mm g* <ra Mi OF Ol CB KB BWI

Sunday Worship*

Schedule of Services

In Christ

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Schedule of Services

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

Queen Street
Church Of God

Victory Christian Center Church

The Old Landmark Cathedral

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

6:30 p.m.

Friday Youth Activities.....................................................6:30p.m.

jail

iking for a place to galn deeper understanding
of your spiritual nature? A place where

Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 pjn.

your religious background doesn’t matter?
A non-denominational church that believes
God should be user-friendly?

Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Scheduled Services:
Early Morning...................................................... 8:00 am.
Churcli School...........................................9:45 ajn.
Mid-Morning........................................................11:00 ajn.
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study........7:00 p.m.

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

I®

‘.

•

..........................................

............... ..........

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church

Pastor Isiah & First lady Linda Williams

4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375

MJMITOYcllMCTSnEM
11vatesif iXJj'iSfesiprfy fe
fe sua

“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”

tested

Sunday School.......................... 9:30 am. -10:30 am.
Sunday General Worship............. ................ 11:00 am.
Communion..............................

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

1115 N. Martin Luther King Ave.
Clearwater, Florida 33755
727.441.1759

Trinity Presbyterian Cburcb
2830 22nd.Avenue South
St. Teters6urg, TCorida 33712
727-327-8590

Email: trinityp@tampabay.rr.com
pastorwoods07@yahoo.com
Pastor

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study — Wednesday — 6:30 p.m.
Holy Communion Every First Sunday

J; MORNING WORSHIP 11:00 a.m

.....First Sunday

Sunday New Member Orientation ..................9:30 am.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting........ ..7:00 pm.-7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study................ ..7:30 pm. - 8:30 pm.

Wednesday Cooperate Prayer/Bible Study
7:30 p.m.

•

______________... iv. •.......................

Wednesday Youth Bible Study.... ..7:00 pm. - 8:00 pm.

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

gTemglg^f Truth Church

Wednesday Tutoring.................. ..6:00 pm. - 7:00 pm.

H Picstott Suc-C’t Sontii. SI PctHiSLutK i 1.

Mission Statement

Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

First Baptist Institutional
Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518
Sunday School 9:30 am.
Morning Worship

YOUR CHURCH
DIRECTORY AD
COULD BE HERE!

11:00 a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

& Veronica Davis

Call TODAY!!
Rev. Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Cliurch School.................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................................ 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .....................................5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Worship Service.....
Sunday School......................
Teen Summit (Wednesday).
Bible Study (Wednesday)....

..10:00 a.m.
....9:00 a.m.
....7:00 p.m.
....7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City 99

Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

PRAYER

20th Street
Church Of Christ

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

Sunday Morning Bible Class.................................... ...9:00a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship.......................................... 10:30a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.......................................... 7:00p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship............................................. 5:00p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class.......................................7:00p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class.............................7:00 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed every first Sunday

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

The Rock
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services ... .8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School ..................................................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday)........................................6:00p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday)............................................... 7:00p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..................4:00 p.m.
Rev. Wallace alien Sr. ■ Pastor

JCeftr

Sunday

Sunday School -10:30 ajn.
A. M. Service -11:30 ajn.
YPWW (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pjn.
PJM. Service (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pjn.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pjd.

Tuesday

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 ajn.

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 pjn.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pjn.

Jesus Missionary Baptist Church
...9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
.10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
.10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
.......................10:30 a.m.
.........................6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling:
(727) 327-0015
THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 — 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 - Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: IVIonday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.

"The UtUe Church where Everybody Is Somebody”

(Community (Ehurd)

of

Church School:..................
Devotion:............................
Praise and Worship:..........
Morning Worship Service:
Bible Study each Tuesday:

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church

SL

Qod ih Christ

SERVICES

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

vr

Elder Clarence Welch, Rastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Rastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
Home: 896-8006

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

Tvwcr Church

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

(727) 896-5228
www.spreadinghopeonline .org

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 A.M.

Sunday Services:

Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.

Church School........................ 9:00 a.m.
Praise & Worship Service ... 10:30 a.m.

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M. (Wed.)
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin................................................. Associate Pastor

Wednesday Services:

The Reverend Dr. Vikki T. Gaskin-Butler................................ Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry.................. ..........................................................James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry................................................................................ JoyceRobinson

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Midweek P.U.S.H.
(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study).. 7:00 p.m.

Clerk Ministry............................................................................................... WyvonniaMcGee

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope ”
“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street Street
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Missionary Baptist Church

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: info@greatermtzioname.org
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

Early Morning Worship...................................... .7:30a.m.

www.fmbctheship.org

Sunday School....................................................9:30am.

Dr. John A. Evans,

727-327-0593
Sunday............. 7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 12:00 noon

Wednesday................ Noonday Bible Study and

and Thursday, 6:45 p.m.

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

Phillipians 3:14 “1 press towards the mark for the
prize ofthe high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Friendship

Sunday School........................................ 9:30 AM.

Thursday..................... 7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

Pastor

Mottling Worship........................................11:00 am.

"Serving and Saving

Wednesday Vintage Bible Study....11:00 am. -12 noon

"Helping and
Healing"
"Inspiring and
Instructing"
"Praying and
Praising"

Wednesday Bible Study........................................6:00pm.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
’’
Pastor

Wednesday Prayer Service.................................. .7:00pm.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 am.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Call Today!

(727) 898-9407

Your Church Ad

Sunday School...............................9:30 ajn.
Morning Worship .............................. 11:00 ajn.

could be HERE!
Don ’t wait!

Elder Tony L Bradley, Pastor
First Lady Vanessa Bradley

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 pjn.
Wednesday Night Bible Study .....7:30 pjn.

New Mt. Olive primitive ©aptist Church
3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone: (727) 327-9904 • Fax: (727) 322-0409

The church where
what God’s word teaches

Church School - 9:30 A.M. • Morning Worship -11:00 AM.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & Bible Study - 7:00 P.M.
Worship Service Every Thursday Night after the First Sunday, at 7:00 P.M.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

. practiced'
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CHURCH NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church

Mt. Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church

“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”
Senior and the New Hope Church family invite

prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present
your requests to God. ”

you to worship With us on Sunday morning. Our

We would like to thank the public for support

services for the day include Early Morning

ing our production of the “Glory Train.” We pray

Service at 7:45, Sunday School at 9:15 (classes for

that you enjoyed it as much as we enjoyed

all ages) and Mid-Morning Service at 10:30.

bringing it to you. May God bless you!

Our Esteemed Pastor, the Reverend Carlos L.

MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.

(Prayer, Understanding and Spiritual Healing)
Prayer Service and Bible Study are held on
Wednesday evenings. Prayer Service begins at
6:30 in the evening and Bible Study for adults and
youth begins at 7:30. Won’t you join us? During
the summer months, various biblical characters
will be discussed and/or portrayed during the
Bible Study hour. You don’t want to miss this!

August 29 and 30 — Word of Life

Under the Leadership of God’s anointed
Pastor/Teacher

Clark

Hazley,

Sr.,

the

Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church
(MPMBC) family is prayerfully reaching
out into our community building Godly
relationships. A church family who loves
meeting and sharing God’s Word!

We

challenge you to step out in faith, believing

UPCOMING EVENTS (CaU 727-896-5228 for

the Word of God, trusting God, for He will

details)

do just what He said He would do!
Philippians 1:15 "Some indeed preach

• Sept 1 - Labor Day
• Sept. 6 - “Night of Joy” Youth Ministry,

Christ even from envy and strife, and some

Orlando, 10 a.m. to midnight

also from goodwill. ”
Mission Statement: Having been led,

• Sept. 8-12 - National Baptist Convention,
U.S.A. Inc.
• Sept 13 - Curriculum Roundtable 9 a.m. to 3

as we believe, by the Spirit of God to
receive the Lord Jesus Christ as our Savior;
and on the profession of our faith. We the

(sponsors) Women Ministry 3rd Conf.
August 30, 8:00 a.m. - Mount Pilgrim
MBC-Holy Land, Orlando, FL
August 31, 4:00 p.m. - First Mount
Zion MBC (Mount Pilgrim render services)
September 2 to 6 - Union # 1, New
Jerusalem MBC, Reverend Troy Adams,
Pastor
Sept. 7 to 13 - Seven X 7 Revival Week
(Childs Park)
Sept. 10 - Prayer Service or Bible Study
will not be held due to
Revival
Commitment.
Sept. 21 -The Lester M. Spivey
Missionary Guild at 4:00 p.m. at Mount
Pilgrim MBC
Sept. 26th - MPMBC at New Shiloh

p.m.
• Sept 17-21 - Pastor’s 5th Anniversary!

people of God returning to God’s Word pro
claiming, God’s Will in provoking His love

Primitive Baptist Church, Pastor Ware
Sept. 28 - Sunday School Awareness at Mount Pilgrim MBC, Sis. Shirley

needs of the people throughout the world. “Do not

Thought for the Week: “It’s dangerous to

among one another.

Pittman, Supt.

be anxious about anything, but in everything, by

mistake our wishes for God’s will.”

Prayer Band is held on Thursday mornings at
11:00. We invite you to join us as we pray for the

Upcoming Events

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, trader the

Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m.

leadership of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the

Members and the general public are invited to come out and

Reverend Brian Kenneth Brown, its official staff of

study the Bible with us and leam “What Baptist Believe”.

Deacons ahd Trustees, and the entire congregation of St.

Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held every

Mark, extends to the community at large, its wishes that

Monday at 6:00 p.m. Children in the community are

there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings upon

welcomed to join us.

their lives. St. Mark is grounded in a Christ-centered
doctrine that has as its central theme, a belief that we are a
and thirsting after the enlightened word of God.

At St.

Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting is held every
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every

Mark, we are Christians willing to work and partner in

Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday

unity, praising God for His awesome gift, His son Jesus

evening at 7:00.

Christ.

St. Mark After School Tutoring Ministry: Neighbors

Calendar Events for Aug. and Sept

Involved in Kids Education (N.I.K.E.). Open to all school-

August 27-30-Congress No. 2 at St. Mark M.B.C.
Refreshments served at 6:00 p.m. and evening sessions

age children ever Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from
4:30, p.m. to 6:30 p.m. beginning September 2,2008.

beginning promptly at 7:00.
feature praise and worship for children and yOuth, Bible
study and other fun activities.
September 30 - Membership Ministry Evangelism
Walk - Distributing bottled water and the Gospel of Jesus
Christ at Lake Vista Park at 8:00 a.m.
St. Mark Offers ...
Sunday School is held for both children and adults of
all ages. Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at 9:30

1

Pastor Clarence A. Williams and the Mt.

friends to worship service this Sunday as we
edify and lift high the Name of Jesus.
We encourage your presence and participa
tion. Our doors are always open and we would
love to have you come and join us.
Our early morning worship begins at 7:30,
there we let go and let God be God. The Mass

Success

Choir will render song service throughout the
day. Church School will commence at 9:30

GRADUATION

Fall

program designed to keep children on track from pre, school through high

school.

Destination

Graduation

features a Reading Specialist, an FCAT Specialist and a
high school counselor to assist students and parents with
college/financial aid preparation.
St.'M ark Technology Lab: the St. Mark Computer Lab
will be open and available for use on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings from 5:30 to 7:30.

a.m. All are invited to come out and join us.

shall continually be in my mouth.”

Initiative will start up again on September 9, 2008. It is a

DESTINATION

Dinner wrap up session on Friday night. Saturday will

“I will bless the Lord at all times; His praise

Zion church family welcome all visitors and

Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.

haven of hope, help, and healing for a world hungering for

Weekly ministries:

Mount Up At Mt. Zion.

am.; we invite families to come study the Word
of God as we seek to grow spiritually together.
Our contemporary worship service is at 11:00
a,m. The spirit is always high; join us as we give
God all praise and glory. Pastor Williams will
deliver the gospel message at both services.

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
900 16th Avenue South,

In need of a mid-week lift? Then stop by
Zion for a day of ministry.
Wednesday - Bible Study, 6:00 p.m., col
lectively we leam more of God. Hour of Power,
7:00 p.m., come as you are for a powerful hour
of song, prayer, praise and preaching.
Upcoming Events:

September 14 - “New Church Dedication
Service,” 4:00 p.m. at 1045 16th Street South
A special thank you to Sis. Gloria Bryant
and all Class Leaders for a wonderful day of fel
lowship on last Sunday. We came together as a
church family in celebration of “Class Leaders
Day” and had a grand time in the Lord. Pastor
Williams blessed us as he shared the anointed
Word of God. It’s so true, when all God’s
children get together; what a time, what a time,
what a great time!
Thought for the week: “Love covers a
multitude of sin.”

Trinity Presbyterian Church
The free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus...

When dealing with matters of frith, it all boils down to

Trinity Presbyterian Church extends to the community at large

one question: Can God be trusted? And when you ponder the

an invitation to worship with us this Sunday August 31. Pastor

answer to this question, you can only respond in one of two

St. Petersburg, FL,

Alfonso Woods will deliver the sermon and the Gospel Choir

ways: “yes” or “no.” Not “maybe.” There is no “sometimes” or

will sing.

“it depends.” Why do we find it so hard to trust God? Perhaps

We invite you to come and join us for praise, worship,

it is because what God promises often seems impossible. To

will be having their

prayer and study as we seek to fulfill God’s will for His

trust God often seems to be irrational. To trust God often seems

church. Sunday school begins at 9:30 a.m. and morning

foolish. To Trust God can be risky and often times it may even

ANNUAL CLOTHES GIVEWAY
on Saturday, August 30, 2008
from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

worship begins at 11:00. Bible study is held each Wednesday

be dangerous. Sometimes it’s hard to trust God because the

evening at 6:30. We are currently studying the book of Romans

world has turned us into chronically suspicious people.

Our prayer is that we will see you there.

Petersburg and can be reached by phone at (727) 327-8560.

The first annual Moderator’s Tea hosted by the Women’s

also a very human story. Real people with real emotions, who

Organization will be held on Saturday, August 30, 2008 from

trust God and through whom God is able to work to carry out

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

You’re invited to join Moderator Vivian

his plan. What is the link between the Divine element and the

Thomas and the women of Trinity for an afternoon of fun, fel

human element in this story? What creates that necessary

lowship and of course a “cup of tea.” Bring a friend because

spark, by which the power of God is released into this very

there will be food, entertainment and a silent auction. The

human story? That essential link is something the Bible calls
faith. The ingredient of faith is clearly spelled out in actions of

58th

Moses’ parents. The New Testament text in Hebrews 11:23

Street South - St. Petersburg. Please call Elder Jacqueline

says that: “By faith Moses’ parents hid him for three months

Ward Williams to reserve yom spot. (727) 327-8560

after he was bom...” “Can God be trusted? Faith is answering

Our Savior Lutheran Church (Wagner Hall) 301

please call 727-895-4900

promises. Even and especially when they seem impossible. So
our text this morning is a divine story of God at work. But it is

Upcoming Events:

event takes place this Saturday at:

Any questions,

God says, “Have no fear. I will be with you.” Trust my

chapter two. We are located at 2830 22nd Avenue South, St.

Excerpt from Sermon delivered on (8/24/2008) “Can God

YES to that question.”

(Pastor Alfonso Woods)

Be Trusted?” - (Exodus 1:1-2:10).

St. Petersburg Theological Seminary
The Vision
An Institution Of Higher
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Preparing Men & Women To
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Communicate Clearly The
Claims Of The Older And

6pm td Spm Every Night

Newer Covenants For The

Join these 49 Pastors © Ghurckes in. prayer for the sottl eif SoKfcn St. Petersburg.

Programs Offered:
Doctor Of .Ministry

Sign-up online to tell, ust you .sk^re in the Ito pc ani Proiaitfe of Salvation,

Modern World

Master Of Divinity
Master Of Rabbinic Studies

Be There at Any of These 7 Edcations:
• Childs Park

' •

•Jamestown Area - Unity Park
• Dell Holmes Park
• Harbordale Area
• Wildwood Area
• Perkins Area - 18th Ave. & 22nd St. S. >
• Campbell Park Area

A Place Where
One's Natural
Gifts Can
Blossom Into
God's Glory

10830 Navajo Drive
St. Petersburg, FL 33708

M.A. In Biblical Studies
MA. In Counseling
M A. In Judaic Studies

M.A. In Missiology/Evangelism/Youth Ministry
M.A. In Pastoral Counseling

727-399-0276
www.sptseminary.edu

MS, In Educational Ministries
M.S. In Religious Teacher Education
M.S. In Teacher Education

Bachelor Of Arts Degree Completion

registrar@sptseminary.edu

Certificate in Religious Education

Accredited by The Trans-National Association Of Christian Colleges
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BLACK HISTORY
‘Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”

J5

IN
MEMORIAM

Source: Wikipedia Free Library

Matthew Henson

Matthew A. Henson immediately after the
sledge journey to the Pole and back

Matthew
Alexander
Henson was an AfricanAmerican explorer who
made various expeditions,
the most famous being a
1909
expedition
that
claimed to be the first to
reach the Geographic North
Pole.
Henson was bom on a
farm in Charles County, Md.
in 1866. He was still a child
when his parents Lemuel
and Caroline died, and at the
age of 12 he went to sea as a
cabin boy on a merchant
ship. He sailed around the
world for the next several
years, educating himself and
becoming
a
skilled
navigator.
Henson
met
Cmdr.
Robert E. Peary in 1888 and
joined him on an expedition
to Nicaragua. Impressed
with Henson’s seamanship,
Peary recruited him as a
colleague. For years they
made many trips together,
including Arctic voyages in
which Henson traded with
the Inuit and mastered their
language, built sleds, and
trained dog teams. During
their
expeditions,
both
Henson and Peary fathered
children with Inuit women,

two of who were brought to
the
attention
of
the
American public by S. Allen
Counter, who met them on a
Greenland expedition.
With an Inuit woman
named
Akatingwah,
Matthew Henson fathered
his only child, a son named
Anauakaq.
After
1909
Henson
never
saw
Akatingwah or his son
again, though he did receive
updates about them from
other explorers for a time.
Anauakaq, who died in
1987, arrived in the United
States with Kali Peary,
Robert Peary’s son, on May
29, 1987, to visit his father’s
family
and
gravesite.
Anaukaq and his wife,
Aviaq, had five sons who, in
turn, had many children of
their own who still reside in
Greenland.
The
“discovery”
of
Anauakaq and Kali and their
meeting with their Henson

and Peary relatives were
documented in a book and
documentary entitled “North
Pole Legacy: Black, White
and Eskimo.”
In 1909, Peary mounted
his eighth attempt to reach

the North Pole, selecting
Henson to be one of the team
of six who would make the
final run to the Pole. Before
the goal was reached, Peary
could no longer continue on
foot and rode in a dog sled.
Various accounts say he was
ill, exhausted or had frozen
toes. In any case, he sent
Henson on ahead as a scout.
In a newspaper interview
Henson said: “I was in the
lead that had overshot the
mark a couple of miles. We
went back then and I could
see that my footprints were
the first at the spot.” Henson
then proceeded to plant the
American flag.
In 1912 Henson wrote
the book “A Negro Explorer
at the North Pole” about his
arctic exploration. Later, in
1947 he collaborated with
Bradley Robinson on his
biography
“Dark
Companion.” The
1912
book, along with an abortive
lecture tour, enraged Peary
who had always considered
Henson no more than a
servant and saw the attempts
at publicity as a breach of
faith.
Although Admiral Peary
received
many
honors,
Henson was largely ignored
and spent 30 years working
as a clerk in a federal
customs house in New York.
But in 1944 Congress
awarded him a duplicate of
the silver medal given to
Peary. Presidents Truman
and
Eisenhower
both
honored him before he died
in 1955. In 1961 an honorary
plaque was installed to mark
his Maryland birthplace.

Thomas A.
Dorsey
Thomas
Andrew
Dorsey,
known earlier
in his life as
leading pianist
Georgia Tom,
yeas bom July
1, 1899 in
Villa Rica, Ga.
and is known
by some as
“the father of
gospel music.”
As formu
lated
by
Dorsey, gospel music combines Christian praise with
the rhythms of jazz and blues. His conception also
deviates from what had been, to that time, standard
hymnal practice by referring explicitly to the self, and
the self’s relation to faith and God, rather than the
individual subsumed into the group via belief.
Dorsey’s father was a minister and his mother a
piano teacher. He learned to play blues piano as a
young man. After studying music formally in
Chicago, he became an agent for Paramount Records.
He put together a band for Ma Rainey called the
“Wild Cats Jazz Band” in 1924.
He started out playing at rent parties with the
names Barrelhouse Tom and Texas Tommy, but he
was most famous as Georgia Tom. As Georgia Tom,
he teamed up with Tampa Red (Hudson Whittaker)
with whom he recorded the raunchy 1928 hit record
“Tight Like That,” a sensation, selling seven million
copies. In all, he is credited with more than 400 blues
and jazz songs.
Personal tragedy led Dorsey to leave secular
music behind and began writing and recording what
he called “gospel” music. He was the first to use that
term. His first wife, Nettie, who had been Rainey’s
wardrobe mistress, died in childbirth in 1932 along
with his first son and in his grief, he wrote his most
famous song, one of the most famous of all gospel
songs, “Take My Hand, Precious Lord.”
Unhappy with the treatment received at the hands
of established publishers, Dorsey opened the first
black gospel music publishing company, Dorsey
House of Music. He also founded his own gospel
choir and was a founder and first president of the
National Convention of Gospel Choirs and Choruses.
His influence was not limited to AfricanAmerican music, as white musicians also followed
his lead. “Precious Lord” has been recorded by Elvis
Presley, Mahalia Jackson, Aretha Franklin, Clara
Ward, Roy Rogers, and Tennessee Ernie Ford, among
hundreds of others. It was a favorite gospel song of
the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. and
was sung at the
rally the night
before his assassi
nation, and at his
funeral by Mahalia
Jackson, per his
request. It was also
a
favorite
of
President Lyndon
B. Johnson, who
requested it to be
sung at his funeral.
Dorsey was also a
great influence on other Chicago based gospel artists
such as “Queen of Gospel” Albertina Walker and The
Caravans.
Dorsey wrote “Peace in the Valley” for Mahalia
Jackson in 1937, which also became a gospel
standard. He was the first African-American elected
to the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame and also
the first in the Gospel Music Association’s Living
Hall of Fame. He was inducted into the Gennett
Records Walk of Fame in 2007. His papers are
preserved at Fisk University, along with those of
W.C. Handy, George Gershwin and the Fisk Jubilee
Singers.
The works of Thomas A. Dorsey have proliferat
ed beyond performance, into the hymnals of virtually
all American churches and of English-speaking
churches worldwide.
Thomas was a member of the Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity Inc.
He died in Chicago on Jan. 23, 1993 and was
interred there in the Oak Woods Cemetery.
In 2002, the Library of Congress honored his
album “Precious Lord: New Recordings of the Great
Songs of Thomas A. Dorsey” (1973), by adding it to
the United States National Recording Registry.

MADVETTA

McDonald
&COTT
February 21, 1954
to
August 27, 2004
Remembering
you is easy.
We do it
everyday.
Missing you
is the
heartbreak
that never
goes away.

Your loving
Mom, Dad
and
Family
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Method Matters
No matter what size your grill
is, the method of cooking you use
is what really matters. The direct
method means that food is placed
directly above the heat on the
cooking grate. Direct grilling is
used for cooking foods that take
less than 25 minutes, such as thin
pork chops, sausages, kabobs,

steaks and most vegetables.
Direct grilling is also necessary to
sear foods, creating that crisp,
caramelized texture where the
food hits the cooking grate.
Indirect
cooking
uses
reflected heat to cook; foods are
placed away from the heat
source. A combination of both is

used for foods that need searing
above direct heat, then longer,
slower cooking over indirect
heat. Indirect grilling is used for
larger cuts of food that require 25
minutes or more of grilling time,
and for foods that would dry out
or seofch if exposed directly to
the heat source.

Grilled Tenderloin With Blackberry and
Caramelized Onion Sauce
A quick and beautiful dish with a wonderful union of flavors.
Servings: 4 Cooking Time: 25 Minutes
Rub tenderloins with salt and pepper.
Grill over medium fire for 12 to 15
minutes, rolling every 3 to 4 minutes.
Allow to stand for S minutes before
serving. While tenderloin is cooking,

1 pound Smithfield Golden Rotisserie
Marinated Pork Tenderloin
3 tablespoons butter
1 small Vidalia onion, thinly sliced
1/2 teaspoon salt

begin sauce. In large skillet over
medium-high heat, melt 2 tablespoons
butter. Add onions, salt and pepper and
cook until onions are golden, about
15 minutes. Add jam, wine, balsamic
vinegar and tomatoes and bring to a
boil. Remove from heat Toss in
blackberries. Carve resting tenderloin
into 1/2-inch slices and serve with sauce.

1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper
3 tablespoons blackberry jam
1/2 cup red wine
2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
1/2 cup chopped cherry tomatoes
1/2 cup frozen blackberries, room temp.

BLT Dip
This layered dip is as good and easy as it sounds.

Fresh Summer Berry Parfaits

Servings: 8 Cooking Time: 10 Minutes

Fresh berries make a colorful, delicious and healthful dessert.

1 pound Smithfield Bacon, cooked crisp and crumbled

Servings: 4 Cooking Time: 20 Minutes

1 cup mayonnaise
1 cup sour cream
Iceberg lettuce, shredded

4 cups lemon yogurt

Fresh mint leaves for garnish

4 tablespoons honey

ture. For the second layer, start with a
layer of sliced kiwi. Top with berries, cereal
and then yogurt mixture. Using the
reserved 2 cups of raspberries, finish the

2 large vine-ripe tomatoes, diced

1/2 teaspoon cinnamon

Sea salt bagel chips

2 cups fresh strawberries, sliced

Combine yogurt, honey and cinnamon in
small bowl. Combine strawberries, black
berries and 1 cup raspberries in medium

1 cup blackberries

bowl.

3 cups raspberries, divided

For each parfait, choose a beautiful glass
and begin with a layer of berries in the bot Garnish with a mint leaf if desired.
tom. Top with cereal and then yogurt mix

Combine mayonnaise and sour cream in small bowl. When well mixed,
cover and refrigerate until serving time. When ready to serve, layer
ingredients in large serving bowl by placing one layer of mayonnaise
mixture, then a layer of lettuce, tomatoes and bacon. Repeat layering

4 kiwis, peeled and sliced
2 cups banana crunch-style cereal or granola

parfait with a layer of raspberries with
pointed ends facing up.

as desired. Serve with bagel chips.
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Ribeye Steaks
Bone-in, Publix Premium Certified Beef, USDA Choice

Red Seedless Watermelon

i\pple Pie..

12-Pack Selected
Pepsi Products

DEL

Limit one deal per coupon per customer.

8-Piece
Mixed Fried Chicken

Lay’s
Potato Chips

18-Pack Assorted
Miller Beer

Hot or Chilled, Includes: 2 Breasts,

Assorted Varieties, 11.5 to 13.25-oz bag

Or Coors or Budweiser, 12-oz can or bot.

(Excluding Baked!, Light, and Natural.)

SAVE UP TO 2.00

Quantity rights reserved.

(l8-Pack Busch or Busch Light Beer,

Fresh From the Publix Deli, each

SAVE UP TQ 3.79

12-oz can or bot.... 8.49)

SAVE UP TO .50

(Lay's Dip, 15-oz jar... 2/6.00)

2 Thighs, 2

Drumsticks, and 2 Wings,

Fried in Trans Fat Free Oil,

Prices effective Thursday, August 28 through Wednesday, September 3, 2008.
Only in Lake, Sumter, Polk and Osceola Counties. Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity rights reserved.

Customer is responsible for alt applicable taxes.
This coupon is non-transferable.

Publix.
Good through September 3
for August 28,2008 ad effective date stores.
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